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1.0 Survey of Metal Fabrication Industry in Alabama
THE METAL FABRICATION INDUSTRY IN ALABAMA
Mary S. Spann, Ph.D.
Department of Management and Marketing
College of Administrative Science
University of Alabama in Huntsville
June 24, 1992
This work was supported by the Center for Automation and Robotics of the University of Alabama
in Huntsville
INTRODUCTION
Thisreportdetailsthefirst stepsin anongoingUniversityof Alabamain Huntsville
programdesignedto facilitatetechnologytransferto specificindustriesin thestateof Alabama.
Thesefirst stepsinvolve (1)selectingatargetindustryvia standardindustrialclassification(SIC)
codesusingtheAlabama Industrial Directory_, (2) surveying the target industry via a mail
questionnaire and (3) analyzing responses to the survey. This report documents the survey results
for the metal fabrication industry in Alabama and describes characteristics of the sample firms, their
technology practices and plans, and their training practices and plans. In general, data are
presented for the aggregate sample. Where significant differences exist between firms of different
sizes, these statistics are also reported.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Using the Alabama Industrial Directory for 1991-1992, 520 firms were identified by
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes as manufacturing companies in the metal fabrication
industry. The business unit defined as an independent business or a division or subsidiary of a
parent firm was the unit of analysis in this study. A questionnaire was mailed to each firm. About
one month later, each non-respondents received a duplicate questionnaire and a second appeal to
participate in the study. In general, respondents identified themselves as presidents, chief
executive officers, or general managers. Table 1 below indicates the number of responses
obtained. The response rate was about 18%.
Table 1
Status of Mailed Questionnaires and Response Rate
Number of firms in identified population
Undelivered questionnaires
Firms designated as "not electronic manufacturers"
Size of adjusted population
Total completed questionnaires returned
Response rate (92/500)
520
5
15
500
92
18%
FIRM CHARACTERISTICS
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Lines of Business
Machine shops (SIC #3599) constituted 35% of the sample f'u'rns; 24% of the sample f'n-rns
were classified as miscellaneous metal fabricators (SIC #3441), 21% worked with ventilators
(#3444), 15% worked in steel plate (SIC #3443), 2% in valve fittings (SIC #3494) and 1% in
missile spare parts (#3812).
Firm Size
Firm size is typically measured by number of employers and by revenues. Here revenue
objectives are used as a surrogate for actual revenues. Firms are more willing to reveal objectives
rather than actual revenues. Past research has indicated that the objectives and actual revenues are
highly correlated.
The vast majority of sample fm'ns were small f'trms by either definition. Fifty percent of
the sample were firms with less than 20 employees. Another 27% had between 20 and 50
employees; 10% had between 51 and 100, 6% between 101 and 250, 5% between 251 and 500,
and 1% had 1000 to 2000 employees. Six percent of the sample firms had revenue objectives of
less than $100,000 this year; 17% had revenues objectives of between $100 and $500 thousand;
10% between $500 thousand and $1 million; 51% between $1 and $10 million and 15% greater
than $10 million.
Markets
In general, the metal fabrication industry serves primarily business and government
customers. Only 5% of industry revenues, on average, came from individual consumers. On
average, sales to small businesses (under 100 employees) accounted for 28% of industry revenues,
revenues from medium sized businesses (100 to 500 employees) 23%, revenues from large
businesses (over 500 employees) 31% and revenues from government organizations 13%. Table 2
summarizes these statistics.
When the sample is divided into three subgroups based on size, some market differences
are apparent. On average, f'm-ns with less than 20 employees serve more individual consumer than
larger f'm-ns. The smallest f'trms received 10% of revenues from this market segment whereas
firmswithmorethan20employeesreceivelessthan1%of theirrevenuesfrom individual
consumers.Additionally, thesmallestfirms (lessthan20employees)makesignificantlyfewer
salesto largebusinesses(22%of revenues)whereasfirms with 20-50employeesget31%of their
revenuesandfirms with morethan50employeesget48%of theirrevenuesfrom largebusinesses.
Nostatisticallysignificantdifferencesbetweenthethreesubgroupsexistfor averagerevenuesfrom
smallbusinesses,mediumbusinessesandgovernment.
Table2
PercentRevenuesfromVariousTypesof Customers
Typeof _u_tqmer
IndividualConsumers
SmallBusinesses
MediumSizedBusinesses
LargeBusinesses
GovernmentAgencies
Mean StandardDeviation Minimum Maximom
5.06% 13.60 0% 95%
28.38% 30.86 0% 100%
22.78% 22.95 0% 98%
30.52% 31.40 0% 100%
13.26% 26.34 0% 100%
Geographically,theindustryprimarily servesstate(52%of revenues)andregional(22%)
markets;onaverage,only 3%of industryrevenuescamefrom internationalmarkets.Table3
summarizesthedistributionof averagerevenuesfrom state,regional,nationalandinternational
markets.
Firm sizemakesadifferencein thegeographicdispersionof thefirm's markets.Firms
with lessthan20employeesdo75%of their businesswithin thestate.Firmswith morethan50
employeeservemoregeographicallydispersedmarketswith 44%of their revenuescomingfrom
theUSAoutsideof theSoutheast(SeeTable4 for moredetails.)
Table3
PercentRevenuesfrom GeographicMarketsServed
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Geo_m'aphicMwk¢_
Alabama
SoutheastUSAOutsideAlabama
USAOutsideSoutheast
International
M_n St_iar¢l Deviation Minim0m M_xim_lm
52.29% 37.58 0% 100%
22.44% 22.16 0% 85%
22.13% 28.56 0% 95%
3.44% 9.39 0% 70%
Table4
PercentRevenuesfrom GeographicMarketsServedby SizeSubgroups
GeographicMarket
Alabama
SoutheastUSAOutsideAlabama
USAOutsideSoutheast
International
Firm SizebyNumberof Employees
< 2Q
74.77%
19.05%
5.54%
0.64%
20- 50 > 50
41.48% 19.95%% **
25.70% 29.32%
28.15% 43.63% **
7.10% 6.58% **
** Statistically significant differences between subgroups at p < 0.02
Problems
Dealing with government regulations is the industry's biggest problem. This result may be
related to the fact that most of the sample firms are small businesses. A common complaint among
many small businesses is that government regulations are overly burdensome. Finding and
retaining qualified workers is also problematic. Financing growth and dealing with technological
change are rated as the least problematic. These data are presented in Table 5. No size subgroup
differences exist in the problems facing metal fabricators.
Table5
PotentialProblemAreas
Prql_lcm Arca_
1. Government Regulations 3.35
2. Finding & Retaining Qualified Workers 3.22
3. Competition 3.03
4.Marketing 2.74
5. Technological Change 2.45
6. Financing Growth 2.33
Mean* Standard Devia_iqn
1.360
1.907
1.277
1.241
1.228
1.646
Rate the difficulty your fn'rn has with each of the potential problem areas. Degree of
Difficulty: 1 (Not A Problem) to 5 (Critical Problem).
Competitive Advantage
The sample ftrms rely on product quality as an important source of their competitive "
advantage (Table 6). The firms also compete on the basis of better service and better delivery. A
competition advantage based on a specialized product or a low cost position was used less often.
Table 6
Sources of Competitive Advantage
Ba$i_ for t_qmpctitive Advantag¢
Better Product Quality
Better Service
Better Delivery
Specialized Product
Low Cost
Mean* Standar_l Deviatiqn
3.977 1.005
3.895 1.117
3.593 1.110
3.202 1.210
3.200 0.961
Rate your firm's advantage over its competitors. Scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly
Agree).
Relationships With Suppliers
Most firms in the industry develop long-term relationships with their suppliers. However,
these long term relationships appear not to be as beneficial as they should be. One would expect
thata long-timesupplierwouldbeasourceof ideasfor newproductsaswell asfor improvements
in processesandquality. Thefact thatfirms in theindustrytendto havenumeroussuppliersmay
dilute thesepotentialbenefits.Table7 summarizesrelationshipswith suppliers.
Table7
Characteristicsof RelationshipsWith Suppliers
Characteristic Mean*
1.Sourceof Ideasfor ImprovingQuality 2.750
2. Sourceof ProcessImprovementIdeas 2.988
3. Sourceof New ProductIdeas 3.202
4. NumerousSuppliers 3.500
5.Long termRelationships 3.940
StandardDeviiariqn
1.241
1.256
1.297
1.177
1.123
Indicateyouragreementwith eachitemsdescribingyourrelationshipswith your suppliers.
Scaleof l(StronglyDisagree)to 5 (StronglyAgree).
TECHNOLOGY PLANS AND PRACTICES
Success in Adopting New Technology
The majority of firms reported that they are usually to always successful in adopting new
technologies (Figure 1). No difference in the successful adoption of new technology exists among
firms of varying sizes.
Barriers to Implementing New Technologies
The cost of implementing new technologies is a strong barrier to the implementation of new
technology. The need to educate workers in new technologies is also a barrier to implementation.
Firms tend to disagree that resistance to change is a barrier to the implementation of new
technology. No significant differences in barriers to new technology implementation exist between
firms of different sizes.
60%'
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40%'
30%'
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Figure 1
Success in Adopting New Technology
3%
ALWAYS
Table 8
Barriers to Implementing New Technologies
Barrier Mean* Standard Deviation
1. Cost 3.718 1.259
2. Education 3.500 1.197
3. Resistance to Change 2.821 1.328
A barrier to implementing new technology in my firm is:
Scale of l(Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree).
Use of Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) and Other Engineering Tools
Table 9 lists current and planned usage of computer-
integrated manufacturing (CIM) for all f'u'ms in the study. Table 10 lists current usage of CIM
broken down by firm size. CNC is used by almost one-half of the sample firms. Roughly 40% of
the sample use CAD, whereas approximately one-third use CAE and CAM. Forty percent of all
firm plan to link their CAD and CAM systems within the next 5 years. About one-third plan to
adopt CAD, CAM, CAE and MRP and engineering data management within the next 5 years.
Cellular manufacturing, flexible manufacturing systems, robotics, DNC and EDI are least used and
less likely to be used.
Current use of the most popular CIM tools is highly related to firm size. CNC, CAD,
CAM, CAE and networks are used by 50% to 83% of the larger firms. Only 10% to 20% of firms
with fewer than 20 employees employee these tools. Forty to sixty percent of firms with 20 to 50
employees use CNC, CAD, CAM and CAE. It appears that most firms must have at least 20
employees before adopting the most popular CIM tools (CNC, CAD, CAM and CAE).
Table 9
Use of Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (CIM)
Type Qf CIM
Computer Numeric Control (CNC)
Computer-aided Design (CAD)
Computer-aided Engineering (CAE)
Computer-aided Manufacturing (CAM)
Firm-Wide Information Networks
Materials Requirement Planning (MR.P)
Computer-Supported SPC
U_¢ NOw
48.81%
44.71%
35.71%
31.22%
20.24%
21.95%
17.50%
Computer-Aided Process Planning (CAPP) 15.66%
Automated Testing/Inspection (Vision)
Engineering Data Management
Linking CAD to CAM
Bar Coding/Automated Data Collection
Data Network Control (DNC)
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
Cellular/Modular Manufacturing
Flexible Manufacturing Systems
Robotics
14.81%
12.50%
12.20%
11.11%
10.00%
9.88%
7.50%
6.49%
4.88%
Percent of All Sample Firms
U_¢ In 5 Years
21.43%
34.12%
34.52%
36.14%
22.62%
32.93%
22.50%
25.30%
25.93%
33.75%
40.24%
29.63%
16.25%
23.46%
15.00%
24.68%
26.83%
Neither Use or Plan to U_¢
29.76%
21.18%
29.76%
32.53% "
57.14%
45.12%
60.00%
59.04%
59.26%
53.75%
47.56%
59.26%
73.75%
66.67%
77.50%
68.83%
68.29%
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Table10
CurrentUseof Computer-IntegratedManufacturing(CIM) by Firm Size
Percentof FirmsWith
Typeof tIM <20emplQyegs20-50employees
ComputerNumericControl(CNC)
Computer-aidedDesign(CAD)
Computer-aidedEngineering(CAE)
Computer-aidedManufacturing(CAM)
Firm-WideInformationNetworks
MaterialsRequirementPlanning(MRP)
Computer-SupportedSPC
22.22%
16.67%
11.11%
13.89%
14.29%
8.57%
11.11%
Computer-AidedProcessPlanning(CAPP)12.78%
AutomatedTesting/Inspection(Vision)
EngineeringDataManagement
LinkingCAD to CAM
BarCoding/AutomatedDataCollection
DataNetworkControl(DNC)
ElectronicDataInterchange(EDI)
Cellular/ModularManufacturing
FlexibleManufacturingSystems
Robotics
18.18%
2.86%
37.50%
5.56%
0.00%
16.67%
0.00%
0.00%
2.78%
>50 employees
60.00% 70.59%**
55.00% 83.33%**
50.00% 64.71%**
42.11% 52.94%**
28.57% 57.14%**
30.00% 35.29%**
22.22% 31.25%
21.05% 27.78%**
27.27% 54.55%**
16.67% 29.41%** "
37.50% 25.00%
5.56% 29.41%**
11.11% 31.25%**
50.00% 33.33%
5.56% 25.00%**
5.56% 25.00%**
0.00% 11.76%**
**Statistically significant differences at p<0.05.
Of interest in Table t 1 is the heavy current use and planned use of quality inspection and
the limited use of SPC and TQM as systems for managing quality. Additionally, more than 50%
of the firms plan never to use JIT, DFM, or concurrent engineering -- techniques which along with
SPC and TQM receive many favorable reviews in both the engineering and business press as
means of improving American quality and productivity. These are areas where theory and practice
fall particularly short of one another.
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Differencesin currentuseandplanneduseof SPC,TQM andJITexistbetweenftrrnsof
differentsizeswith smallerfirms (fewerthan20employees)lesslikely to havecurrentlyadopted
thesepracticesandlesslikely to adoptthesepractices.
Table11
Useof OtherEngineeringTools
Tool
QualityInspection
TotalQualityManagement(TQM)
Just-in-TimeInventory(J[T)
Design for Manufacturing (DFM)
Concurrent Engineering
Statistical Process Control (SPC)
Theory of Constraints
Percent of All Sample Firms
Use Now Use In 5 Years Neither Use or Plan to Use
72.29% 30.77% 18.07%
20.51% 30.77% 48.72%
27.50% 21.25% 51.25%
18.42% 21.05% 60.53% "
14.86% 22.97% 62.16%
12.99% 27.27% 59.74%
2.78% 19.44% 77.78%
Quality Management Transition
Almost all of the larger ftrms with more than 50 employees collect customers feedback as
do the majority of the sample firms, regardless of their size. Almost all of these larger f'Lrm have
communicated their quality values and have a written mission statement stating their quality values.
More than one-half of the larger firms have begun a total quality management transition and have
instituted human resource planning. These practices are also reflected to some degree by the small
f'trms in the sample as detailed in Table 12. Again firm size is a critical factor in the adoption of
quality management philosophy and practices.
Table 12
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QualityManagementPracticesby Finn Size
Percentof Finns
Practice
CollectandUseCustomerFeedback 73.68%
CommunicateProm'amfor QualityValues36.84%
QualityValuesin WrittenMission
BegunTQM Transition
Benchmarking
HumanResourcePlanning
<20ernployee_2Q-$0emoloyees . .>50employees
90.48% 94.74%
76.19% 84.21%
32.43% 61.90% 84.21%
21.05% 25.00% 68.42%
18.92% 52.38% 31.58%
7.89% 47.62% 57.89%
TRAINING PLANS AND PRACTICES
Despite the implementation of human resource planning, including training, as reported in
Table 12, the great majority of the sample farms actually provide very little training for experienced
production workers at the current time. Eight hours of training per month is presently considered
average for production workers. Figure 2 shows that only 13 percent of the firms are providing
more than 8 hours of training per month. Seventy percent of the firms provide very little, if any.
training. Amount of training is unrelated to firm size, larger firms are provided no more training
than smaller firms.
The sample firms were generally unfamiliar with state-supported training programs and
institutions. About 17% had used the services of AIDT (Alabama Industrial Development
Training), 2% of ACATT (Alabama Center for Advanced Technology Transfer) and none of the
sample was familiar with ACIST (Alabama Center for Information Systems Transfer). Figure 3
summarizes the types of training received by employees of sample f'm'ns and whether or not that
training was taken through AIDT, ACATI' or ACIST. About half of the flu'ms had employees who
had training in CNC; about 40% of f'trrns had employees with training in quality control,
management and fabrication.
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Figure4 outlinespotentialtrainingneedsoverthenextfive yearsby listingthekindsof
technologythesamplefirms plantoadoptin thistimeframe. Thirty to thirty-five percentof the
samplefirms planto adoptMR/', EDM, CAD, CAE, andCAM while40% planto link theirCAD
andCAM systems.
MODULAR MFG
DNC
CNC
COMPUTER SPC
EDI
INIK) NETWORK
FLF_.XIBLEMFG
CAPP
VISION
ROBOTICS
BAR CODING
MRP
EDM
CAD
CAE
CAM
CAD-CAM LINK
L_ l
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L-- I
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I
1
I
I
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d
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0 10°1o 20°1o 30%
Perccnt of Firms
Figure 4
Plans to Use Computer-Integrated Manufacturing Within Five Years
40%
Investments in the Equipment
While investment in training do not correlate with firm size, investments in equipment do
(r = 0.47). Larger firms have plans for larger investments in equipment than smaller firms Larger
firms do not, however, do significantly more training. Table 13 summarizes planned investments
in equipment over the next 3 years.
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Table13
PlannedInvestmentsin EquipmentDuringNextThreeYears
Amountof PlannedInvestm¢nt
< $100,000
$100,000to $500,000
$500,000to $1,000,000
Mor__h_an$1,000,000
Percentof Firms
39.08%
43.68%
9.20%
8.0_%
CONCLUSIONS
The data presented provide a global picture of the average fh'm in the metal fabrication
industry. Such averages blur differences which we know exist -- differences in size, capabilities,
strategies, objectives, etc. Some of these differences between firms of different sizes have been
reported.
Nevertheless, a few things stand out. Ninety-nine percent of Alabama metal fabricators are
small businesses using the Small Business Administration's definition of a small business as one
with 500 or fewer employees. Additionally, the majority of these firms are very small businesses
with 50% having less than 20 employees and another 27% with 20 to 50 employees. These size
differences are important. The data demonstrate that the size of the business influences the scope
of the marketing effort, the adoption of technology and plans for the future.
Alabama metal fabricators operate almost entirely in the industrial segment of the market
targeting other businesses (80% of revenues) within the State (52%) and Southeast (22%). The
smaller fabricators tend to make fewer sales (22%) to large businesses than do the larger
fabricators (48%). Additionally, smaller fabricators rely more heavily on sales to other businesses
within Alabama (75%).
The sample firms compete on the basis of quality, delivery and service rather than with
specialized products or low cost. General consensus in the industry is that competition is strong
with expectation that it will be somewhat stronger in the future. Fairly typical for small
businesses, Alabama's small metal fabricators define dealing with government regulation as their
most serious problem. Finding and retaining qualified workers is the second largest problem yet
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trainingfor experiencedworkersis generallyneglectedwith 70%of thesefirms provide4 or fewer
hoursof trainingpermonth. Largerfirms donotdosignificantlymoretrainingthansmallones.
Thevastmajorityof Alabamametalfabricatorstail to usetheservicesof thestate-supporttraining
programsandinstitutionslike ADIT, ACATT, andACIST
Themajorityof thefirms reportthattheyareusuallyto alwayssuccessfulin adoptingnew
technologiesbut thatcostandeducationareseriousbarriersto implementingnewtechnologies.
CNCandCAD areusedby almosthalf andCAE andCAM byaboutone-thirdof all thesample
firms. Againsizemakesa big differencein theadoptionof theseCIM technologies. Fifty to
eightypercentof firms with morethan50employeesuseCNC, CA.E,CAD andCAM whereas
only 10to 20%of firms with fewer than20employeesdo.
Almost 80%of thesamplefirms reportedtheyemphasisquality productsand74%reported
thatquality isanimportantsourceof theircompetitiveadvantage,yet quality is largelyassure&b3r
inspection.Modemengineeringandmanagementpracticesfor the implementationof quality
managementarelargelyunusedin theindustry.Only 20%of theindustryuseTQM and13%use
SPC.Firmswithmorethan50employeeshavedonemorein implementingqualitymanagement
transitionsthanfirms with fewerthan20employees.Almostall of theselargert"u'mshavewritten
missionstatementsandinhouseprogramsto communicatetheirqualityvaluesto customersand
employeesalike. Almostall firms, regardlessof size,collectcustomerfeedback.
Certainlyopportunitiesfor trainingexistwithin themetalfabricationindustry. Clearlywith
theemphasisonqualityasamajorsourceof competitiveadvantage,trainingin qualitymanagement
iscritical toAlabama'smetalfabricationindustry.Othertrainingopportunitiesbasedon the
industry'splansfor technologyadoptionwithin thenext five yearsincludetraining in MRP,EDM,
CAD,CAM, CAE andlinking CAD to CAM. With costandeducationasseriousbarriersto
technologyimplementation,traininginstitutionshaveanopportunityto overcomethesebarriers
with low costtrainingprograms.Sizeisalsokeyhere. Basedoncurrentandplanneduseof CIM
andemphasison implementingTQM, firms with morethan20employeesaremostlikely targets
for trainingprograms.Firms with fewerthan20employeesappearto havetoo few resourcesto
implementCIM or TQM at thepresentime.
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INTRODUCTION
Concerns About the Electronic Industry
Concern over American competitiveness in a global, economy is widespread. The concern
over American competitiveness in the electronic indusu'y is based on two factors. Fn'st, the
electronic industry is imtmrmm because its estimated size is hundreds of billions of dollars per year
worldwide (Gilder, 1991). The second concern is that Americans have already lost the consumer
electronic segment of the industry to the Japanese (Gilder, 1991).
Alabama firms have a share in this market and face the risk of foreign domination of the
industry. In the state of Alabama, over 45,000 people, in about 350 businesses, work in the
electronic assembly industry. In 1988, the Governor of Alabama established a task force to
identify industries in the State in need of technical assistance. The task force identified the apparel
manufacturing industry as the first target industry. The electronic assembly industry is a likely
candidate for another state-assisted program. One purpose of this study was to characterize the
state-of-the-industry in Alabama and to identify areas of concern. This report presents those initial
findings.
Characterizing the Industry in Alabama
The type of preliminary irfformation collected on the electronic industry included market
definition (customer size and location), perceptions of competition, relationships with sutvliers,
sources and uses of technology, emphasis on quality, problem areas, investments in the future,
business strategy, and channels of communication. The results are described below.
Acknowlegdgement: This work was supported by the Center for Management and Economic
Research of the College of Administrative Science and the Johnson Research Center of the
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Using the Alabama Industrial Directory for 1990-1991, 350 firms were identified by
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes as manufacturing companies in the electronic
industry. The unit of analysis was the business unit defined as an independent business or a
division or subsidiary of a parent firm. A survey instrument designed following the guidelines of
Dillman (1978) was mailed to each firm. Ten days later, a postcard was sent to each firm
indicatLng that a questionnaire had been marled. One month later, a duplicate questiormaim was
marled to each of the non-respondents with a second appeal to participate in the study.
Respondents identified themselves as presidents, chief executive officers, or general managers.
Early on, officers of some firms indicated that they could not participate in the study
because their firms were not electronic manuf_ or assemblers. These responses indicate that
the SIC codes were not an exact classification and that the sample flame contained some firms not
in the desired population. Consequently, the cover letter of the second mailing asked principals of
firms that were mis-classified to return the questionnaire unanswered but with the notation "not an
electronic manufacnacr." Many complied. Table 1 below indicates the number of responses
obtained. The response rate was 25%.
Table 2 compares the size (in terms of number of employees) of the firms in the sample
against those in the population identified through the Alabama Industrial Directory. Reasonable
correspondence exists between f'LrmSin the sample and the population.
Table 1
Status of Mailed Questionnaires and Response Rate
Number of firms in identified population
Undeliver_ questionnaires
Firms designated as "not electronic mannfac_"
Size of adjusted population
Total completed questionnaires returned
Response rate (66/260)
350
44
46
260
66
25%
Table 2
Comparison of Size of Sample FLm3S to Poptdafion
Number of Emolovees Pooulation Samg| _
Less than 50 65.2% 58.3%
51 - 100 12.3% 20.0%
100- 500 17.2% 15.0%
More than 500 5.3% 6.7%
FINDINGS: STATE-OF-THE-INDUSTRY
Industry Structure
According to management guru, Michael Porter, (1980) the definition of the slrucun'e of
any industry involves 5 forces: the industry rivals, buyers, suppliers, barriers to entry and threat of
substitution. The electronic manufacturing/assembly industry in Alabama (hereafter, the industry)
was characterized, in this preliminary analysis, according to markets served (buyers), perceptions
of competition (rivalry), and relationships with suppliers.
Markets. Seventy-five percent of the industry served only business and government
organizations. Only 5% of industry sales, on average, were to individual consumers. On
average, sales to small businesses (under 100 employees) accounted for 21% of industry sales,
sales to medium sized businesses (100 to 500 employees) 18%, sales to large businesses (over 500
employees) 30% and sales to government organizations 26%. Table 3 summarizes these statistics.
Geographically, the industry primarily served domestic markets; on average, only 10% of
sales were international. Almost 50% of the firms had no international sales. Table 4 summarizes
the distribution of average sales in domestic and international markets.
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Table 3
Percent Revenues from Various Types of Ct_tonm's
Tvoe of Customer
Individual Consumers
Small Businesses
Medium Sized Businesses
Large Businesses
Government Agencies
Mean StandardDeviation Minimum Maximum
5.03% 17.96 0% 100%
21.04% 31.77 0% 100%
18.45% 24.37 0% 100%
29.71% 32.33 0% 100%
25.76% 38.34 0% 100%
Table 4
Percent Revenues from Geographic Markets Served
Geom'aphic M_ket
Alabama
Southeast USA Outside Alabama
USA Outside Southeast
International
Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum
27.74% 32.53 0% 100%
22.37% 24.74 0% 100%
39.69% 31.82 0% 100%
9.95% 17.01 0% 85%
Competition. Table 5 summarizes the means by which firms compete while Tables 6
and 7 concerns perceptions of competition in the industry. In general, the sample firms reported
that they do not compete on the basis of low cost but rather seek some differential advantage based
on delivery, specialized products, quality or service. Top managers in Alabama firms believe that
the greatest competition comes from national competitms ratherthan from regional or international
competitors. Perceptions are that competition is quite strong and will get somewhat stronger in the
next 3 to 5 years.
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Table 5
Sources of Competitive Advantage
Basis for Com_oetitive Advantage Mean*
Low Cost** 3.076
Better Delivery 3.727
Specialized Product 3.803
Better Product Quality 4.152
Better Service 4.152
Standard Deviation
1.154
1.075
1.218
0.899
0.996
* Rate your firm's advantage over its competitors. Scale of I (Strongly
Agree).
** Low Cost is significantly different from all others at p = 0.001.
Disagree) to 5 (Strongly
Table 6
Sources of Competition
Source of Competition
Local Domestic Firms
International Firms Located in USA
Offshore International Firms
National Domestic Firms**
Mean*
2.348
2.712
2.884
3.394
Standard Deviatiol3
1.376
1.367
1.218
1.251
* In the next 3-5 years, where do you expect the
Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree).
** Significantly larger than all others at p < 0.05.
greatest competition? Scale of 1 (Strongly
Table 7
Perceptions of Strength of Competition
De m-ee of Competition Mean*
Currently 3.894
In 3-5 Years** 4.121
Standard Deviarioq
1.125
1.060
* Scale of 1(Very Cooperative) to 5 (Very Competitive).
** Significant difference at p < 0.05
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Relationships With Suppliers. Most firms in the industry develop long-term
relationships with their suppliers. However, these long term relationships appear not to be as
beneficial as they should be. One would expect that a long-time supplier would be a source of
ideas for new products as well as for improvements in processes and quality. The fact that firms in
the industry tends to have numerous suppliers may dilute these potenetial benefits. Table 8
summarizes relationships with suppliers.
Table 8
Characteristics of Relationships With Suppliers
Characteristic Mean*
1. Source of Process Improvement Ideas 2.84
2. Source of New Product Ideas 2.92
3. Source of Ideas for Improving Quality 2.97
4. Numerous Suppliers** 3.63
5. Long term Relationships*** 3.98
Standard Deviation
1.177
1.168
1.109
1.132
0.850
* Indicate your agreement with each items describing your relationships with your suppliers.
Scale of l(Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree).
** Significantly greater than 1, 2, 3, and 4 at p = 0.05.
*** Significantly greater than 1, 2 and 3 at p = 0.004.
Sources and Uses of Technology
Both internal and external sources of technology appear to be important to the industry
with firms relying somewhat more on their own internal R&D capabilities. These firms value
proprietary technology achieved through firm-owned patents over standard, non-proprietary,
publicdomain technology. Extremely little technology istransferredfrom the government sector.
These data are summarized in Table 9. Preliminary analysis, not shown here, indicates that there
may be two distinct subgroups of firms in the sample, one group which relies on numerous
internal and external sources and a second group which relies on very few sources of technology.
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Table 9
Sources of Firm Technology
Mean*
1. Technology Transferred from Government**0.985
2. Public Domain Technology***
3. Finn Owned Patents
4. Externally Developed Technology
5. Internal R&D
Standard Deviatior_
1.353
1.708 1.548
2.485 1.833
2.592 1.610
2.864 1.727
* In relationship to the technology of your firm, to what extent does your firm employ the
following? Scale of 0 (Not At All) to 5 (Very Extensively).
** Used significantly less than all others at p = 0.001.
*** Used significantly less than 3, 4, & 5 at p = 0.004.
Table 10 lists usage of engineering tools and techniques. Special fixture and attachments
on production equipment are most widely used while industrial robots are least used. At least 40%
of the sample firmsuse some fairlysophisticatedtechnology --from computer-aideddesign (CAD)
to computer simulation of processes. Firm size correlates positively and significantly with the use
of CAD, CAM, computer simulations, surface mount technology and robots.
Table 10
Use of Engineering Tools and Techniques
Tool or Technioue
Special Fixtures on Prrxiuction Equipment
Special Attachments on th'oduction Equipment
Computer-aided Design (CAD)
Systems Engineering
Automated Production Equipment
Computer-aided Manufacuning (CAM)
Computer Simulationof Processes
Surface Mount Technology
IndustrialRobots
Percent of F'trms
84.8%
77.3%
77.3%
62.1%
54.5%
40.9%
40.9%
36.9%
10.6%
Correspondingly,the firm's production processes emphasize superior product quality,
highly skilled workers, continuous improvement and state-of-the-art technology. The data are
summarized in Table 11.
Full Capacity
Utilization
Standant
Manufacturing
Process
Smndard_
Minimally
Skilled Workezs
Subconwacling
Producd(_
M_t_ Product
Specifications
Established
Technology
Table 11
Emphasis in Production Processes
Excess capacity
Innovative
Manufacunmg
Supmor Product
Quality
Highly Slalled
Wottaws
Fully_grau_
Production
Condnuous
Imlxovement
State-of-the-Art
Technology
2 3 4 5
Emphasis on Quality
Emphasis on quality within the industry shows up as a basis for the firm's competitive
advantage (Table 5) and as an emphasis in production (Table 11). Table 12 summarizes some
techniques and tools used to assure product quality. Almost 90% of the firms inspect to assure
quality. Only two of the 66 firms have no quality programs. The other firms that do not inspect
for quality use statistical process control. About half of the firms have initiated total quality
management programs while over 40% use statistical process control to monitor their production
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processes. Certification by government agencies and government conuact_ is often an indication
of quality, and slightly over 50% of the firms report that they are certified suppliers (Table 13).
Table 12
Use of Quality Management Tools and Techniques
Tool or Tcchniouc
Quality Control by Inspection
Total Quality Management (TQM)
Statistical Process Control (SPC)
Percent of Firms
86.4%
51.5%
43.9%
Table 13
Certification As A Supplier
Certifvin_ Organization
Prime Contractor to Government
US Government (Any Branch)
Percent Firms Cerrifi.ed
54.5%
56.1%
Problems
Competition is ranked as the industry's biggest problem. Finding and retaining qualified
workers is also somewhat problematic. F'mancing growth and dealing with technological change
are rated as the least problematic. These data are presented in Table 14.
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Table 14
PotentialProblem Areas
Problem Areas Mean*
1. Competition** 3.09
2. Hnding & Retaining Qualified Workers 2.98
3. Marketing 2.89
4.Govcnuncnt Regulations 2.86
5. Technological Change 2.62
6. Financing Growth 2.50
Standard Deviation
1.057
1.157
1.204
1.251
1.034
1.304
* Rate the di_culty your firm has with each of the potential problem areas. Degree of
Difficulty: 1 (Not A Problem) to 5 (Critical Problem).
** Competition is significantly a greater problem than 5 & 6 at p < 0.05.
Channels of Communication
The results emphasize the eclecticnature of the industry's markets and market segments.
Top managers indicated that they read trade jotmml related to their particular market segment more
so that generic electronic industry journals like Electronic Business, Electronic Tunes and
Electronic News. Thus, the reading habits of top managers in the sample firms focused on
customers rather than competition. As might be expected, trade show attendance also focused on
customers.
Investments in the Future
We were also concerned with how well the industry was preparing itself for the future by
making investments in human resources (Table 15) as well as equipment (Table 16). Fifty
percent of the firms are doing very little training (4 hours or less per month) for experienced
production workers. About 30% of the firms arc providing what is considered to be an average
amount of training (5 - 8 hours per month). Only 3% are doing considerable training. Training
appears to be weakness in the indusa'y.
Investments in equipment correlate very strongly (r = 0.7) with firm size. Larger firms
have plans for larger investments in equipment. Larger firms do not, however, do significantly
more training.
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Table 15
Investments in Training Experience Production Workers*
Ave'rape hours/month/worker Percent of Firms
0 13.6%
1 - 4 36.4%
5 - 8 28.8%
9- 12 3.0%
12 or more 13.6%
On average,how much trainingdo your experiencedproductionworkers receiveon company
time?
Table 16
Planned Investments in Equipment During Next Three Years*
Amount of Planned lnvestmer_I
< $100,000
$100,000 to $500,000
$500,000 to $1,000,000
More than $1,000,000
Perceut of Firms
33.3%
37.8%
9.1%
18.2%
Estimate the total cost of new equipment you plan to purchase in the next 3 years for use in
this business.
Business Strategy and Objectives
Business strategy is defined as the means by which a firm competes in a given product
market. Numerous ways exist to describe business strategy. Porter has suggested that there are
three generic strategies: cost leadership, differentiation, and focus (1980). Ansoffs (1965) classic
matrix characterizes business strategy along two dimensions: products (4rresent and new) and
markets (present and new). Thus, Ansoff defines four business strategies: market penetration
(present products and present markets), product development (new products and present markets),
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market development (present products and new markets) and diversification (new products and new
markets).
The sample firms use diffc_ntiation strategies and focus or niche strategies more than low
cost strategies. These firms have also adopted market development and market penetration
strategies more than product development or diversification. Thus, the emphasis tends to be on
offering existing products to cu__nt or new customers rather than developing and offering new
products. These data are sunnnadzcd in Table 17.
Table 17
Business Strategy
Strateav Mean* Standard Deviation
Lost Cost** 2.78 1.544
Differentiation 3.39 1.299
Focus (Niche) 3.50 1.303
Diversification***
Product Development
Market Penetration
Market Development
3.15 1.361
3.39 1.299
3.47 1.205
3.54 1.026
* To what extent does your company emphasize the following strategies? Scale from 0 (Not
At All ) to 5 (Very Extensively).
** Lost cost strategies emphasized significantly less than differentiation or focus.
*** Diversification strategies emphasized significantly less often than market development
strategies.
Table 18 summarizes firm objectives for this year and for 5 years hence. The data tend to
show that firms have expectations of growth in sales over the next 5 years. About 90% of the
firms expect that their sales will be over $1 million with almost 55% of the firms expecting sales of
over $10 million in 5 years. Only 26% of the firms expect sales revenues to exceed $10 million in
the current year.
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Correlational data provide some clues as to w_this growth is expected as well as some
characteristics of firms with growth expectations. F'mm with higher five-year sales objectives
tend to be larger firms (r = 0.46). These firms do not focus on sales to small businesses
(r = -0.31) but concentrate on sales to government agencies (r = 0.31) and on international sales
(1"= 0.32). These firms use external sources of technology (r- 0.32) and emphasize continuous
improvement (r = 0.36) and state-of-the-art technology (r = 0.39) in their manufaeaaing
processes. Strategically, firms with high long-term growth objectives have adopted new product
strategies, developing new products for current customers (r = 0.37) and for new customers
(1"= 0.31). Additionally, firms with high five-year sales growth goals plan to make considerable
investments in equipment in the next three years (r = 0.49).
Table 18
Sales Objectives
Sales Objective Percent Firms this Year* Percent of F'trms in 5 Years**
Less than $50,000 3.0% 0.0%
$51,000 - $99,999 0.0% 1.5%
$100,000- $499,999 10.6% 4.5%
$500,000 - $999,999 10.6% 3.0%
$1 Million - $10 Million 50.0% 36.4%
> $10 Million 25.8% 54.5%
*Which of the following best matches your sales revenue objective for this year? **In 5 years?
CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions are necessadly preliminary and brief at this time. Some late responses are still
arriving. Two questionnaires have arrived recently and are not include in the above analysis. We
have looked at very few inferential statistics and at few sub-group statistics. The data presented
provide a global picture of the average firm in the industry. Such averages blur differences which
we know exist -- differences in size, capabilities, strategies, objectives, etc.
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Nevertheless, a few things stand out. Alabama electronic manufacum_ _ almost
completely in the industrial, not the consumer, segmcm of the manet. Furthermore, these firms
largely target firms and governmen t organizations in the USA. The firms compc_ on the basis of
differentiation (delivery, service, quality and specialized products), not cost. There is general
consensus in the industry that competition is strong with expectation that it will be somewhat
stronger in the future. The sample firms define competition as their most serious problem.
Another conclusionisthat,Alahzmn clecuonic assemblerslargelyignorethe government as
a source of technology. Much of the industry(about70%) islocatedinthe North and North
Centralpartof the stateoperatingin closeproximityto government agencieslikeNASA, SDC, and
MICOM, all of which have established programs, mandated by federal legislation, for the transfer
of government technology to the private se_or. Furthermore, electronic technology abounds in the
space and defense programs sponsored by these agencies. Yet the industry almost universally
ignores these sources of technology.
Somewhat _ing, on the positive side, is the reasonably widespread use of some fairly
sophisticated technology such as CAD, systems engineering and computer simulations. On the
downside, it appears that Alabama firms do not use their suppliers as well as they could and that
training for experienced workers is generally neglected.
Based on these preliminary analysis, possible areas of assistance could include:
1. Business-to-business (industrial) marketing.
2. International marketing.
3. Improving quality, deliver, and service.
4. New product development.
5. Federal technology and technology transfer programs.
6. Managing relationships with suppliers.
7. Assessing training needs.
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1,0 MODULAR MANUFACTURING SIMULATOR (SSE #3)
1.1 System Description
The modular manufacturing simulator SSE#3 can be used for designing and evaluating
modular manufacturing systems with the following operational characteristics:
• one line with a maximum of 18 stations (all stations in a series)
• each station may have a maximum of eight machines with each machine
performing the identical operation (machines at each station are in parallel)
• all operators are cross-trained and able to work at any station at the same
efficiency
• maximum of 26 operators
• unlimited space for work-in-process (WIP) in front of each station
• always enough items (WIP) in front of the first station so there is never a delay
waiting on an item
• work is done in lots. A lotmay be one or many items
• no machine breakdown.
It should be noted that this simulator probably has very little value for modeling real world
manufacturing modules. Instead this simulator is an ideal tool for the first time user of simulation
to understand the operation and potential of simulators.
1.2
The following inputs are necessary for the simulator to construct a model:
• name of model
• number of stations
• number of machines at each station
• cycle time distribution at each station. The simulator supports the following
distributions: constant, uniform, normal, exponential, and triangular.
1:3 Ooerator Movement Rules
All operators are moveable and are not fixed at a specific machine. The specific rule for
the movement of operators between the stations is as follows. The operators always attempt to
pull items from the module starting at the last station. Once an operator finishes an operation at a
machine, the operator will join the back of an operator queue. The operator at the front of the
operator queue is always checking, starting with the last station, to determine if a machine at the
station is available and if there is WlP in front of that station. If so, the operator will move to an
available machine at the station and perform the operation. Once the operation is complete, the
operator will return to the operator queue.
If there is no available machine at the last station, or there is no WIP in front of the last
station, the operator will check the next to last station and continue to check upstream stations
until an idle machine is found and there is WIP in front of that station. When both of these
conditions are satisfied, the operator will move to the available machine and perform the
operation.
2.0 MODULAR MANUFACTURING SIMULATOR (SSE #6)
2.1 System Description
The modular manufacturing simulator SSE#6 is based on the Toyota Sewing System
(TSS) developed by Aisin Seiki Co., Ltd., Aichi, Japan. The operational characteristics of SSE#6
are:
• work is done in lots of only one part
• one line with a maximum of 18 stations (all stations in a series)
• each station may have a maximum of eight machines with each machine
performing the identical operation (machines at each station are in parallel)
• all operators are cross-trained and able to work at any station at the same
efficiency
• maximum of 26 operators
• unlimited space for work-in-process (WIP) in front of each station
• always enough items (WIP) in front of the first station so there is never a delay
wading on an item
• no machine breakdown
• first station must consist of only one machine
• last station must consist of only one machine
2.2 M.OJ:IP,UDB_
The following inputs are necessary for the simulator to construct a model:
• name of model
• number of stations
• number of machines at each station
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• cycletime distributionat eachstation.The simulatorsupportsthe following
distributions:constant,uniform,normal,exponential, and triangular.
2.3 Ooerator Movement Rules
This simulation is based on the Toyota Sewing System (TSS) and has the following
operator movement rules:
• Parts move counterclockwise in the manufacturing module. Operations move
counterclockwise with the part and also move clockwise for additional work.
An operator performs an operation at a station and will move counterclockwise
with the part to the next station and performs the operation until the operator
reaches an operator at a station. The part is then placed in front of the station, or
passed directly to the operator, if the operator is tree.
If an operator is not busy, the operator will move clockwise until there is an
available part. If there is no waiting part, the operator will interrupt the first
operator reached. The intemJpted operator will then move clockwise to either find
an available part or another busy operator to interrupt. The interrupting operator
will then complete the interrupted operation.
If a station has more than one machine, the operator movement rule for that station is as
tollows:
If the operator number, who has just completed working on a part, is greater than
the other operator numbers at that station, the operator will attempt to move
forward to the next station with the part. If the next station is busy, the operator
will interrupt one of the other operators at the current station.
If the operator number, who has just completed working on a part, is less than the
other operator numbers at that station, the operator will move backwards for
more work. If the backwards station is busy, the operator will interrupt the
operator.
The SSE#6 has an additional rule governing the movement of an operator. The selection
of this rule is controlled by the =TYPE" column in Option 3, =Input/Edit Stations'. The description of
each type is:
• Type 1- the operators move following the previously defined rules.
Type 2- the operator will stay at the station if the WlP in front of this station is not
empty and the WIP at the station is greater than the WIP at the next station. The
operator will move to the next station if the WlP in front of this station is less than
the WIP at the next station. If the operator cannot move to the next station
because that station is occupied or the WIP in front of the current station is
empty, the operator will move backwards to find work.
A note of warning to the user. After a number of test runs of the SSE#6, it has been
observed that the coded rules do not operate exactly as the real world operation of the
manufacturing module. To compensate for the difference, the above Type 2 rule has been
added to SSE#6. Generally, the station with the largest cycle time may need to be a Type 2
rather than a Type 1. It has been found that overall production of the module more closely
approximates the theoretical production when the Type 2 rule is added to the station with the
largest cycle time.
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3.0 MODULARMANUFACTURINGSIMULATOR(SSE#5)
3.1 _;ystem DescdDtion
The modular manufacturing simulator SSE#5 can be used for designing and evaluating
modular manufacturing systems with the following operational characteristics:
• one line with a maximum of 18 stations (all stations in a series)
• each station may have a maximum of eight machines with each machine
performing the identical operation (machines at each station are in parallel)
• some operators may be fixed at a specific machine
• some operators may be moveable and work on a defined set of stations. These
moveable operators are assigned to a home station and to other stations based
on a priority sequence. Operator efficiency may vary between stations. The
movement of the operators is governed by a set of defined rules
• maximum of 26 operators
• unlimited space for work-in-process (WIP) in front of each station
• always enough items (WIP) in front of the first station so there is never a delay
waiting on an item
• work is done in lots. A lot may be one or many items
• no machine breakdown.
3.2 Model InDuts
The following inputs are necessary for the simulator to construct a model:
• Name of model
• Number of stations
• Number of machines at each station
• Cycle time distribution at each station. The simulator supports the following
distributions: constant, uniform, normal, exponential, and triangular.
The input parameters for a fixed operator are:
• Priority = 1
• Operator efficiency (%) = value I to 150
• Other parameters = unused
The input parameters for a moveable operator are:
• Priority = I, 2, 3 .... (I = home Station)
• Operator efficiency (%) = value I to 150
• Lower WIP limit at this station = 0, I, 2, 3 .... lots
• Upper WIP limit at this station = 0, I, 2, 3 .... lots
• Bundle limit at this Station = 0, 1, 2, 3 .... lots
• Time limit operator spends at this station = any positive number
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3.3 Operator Movement Rules
The rules for the movement of a moveable operator are:
Rule 1." Operator will attempt to move to another station in the priority list when the
operator has worked more than the =Time Limit" at the current station, or when
the operator has completed, or exceeded, the =Bundle Limit" at the current
station and the operator has completed a lot of garments.
Rule 2: If Rule 1 is satisfied, the operator will move from the current station to the first
station in the priority list that satisfies one of the following conditions:
Rule 2a: WIP at current station is LESS than the upper WIP limit and the WIP
at a station in the priority list is GREATER than the upper WlP limit.
Rule 2b: WIP at current station is LESS than the lower WIP limit and the WIP
at a station in the priority list is GREATER than the lower WlP limit
If the operator cannot move and the WIP in front of the current station is zero, the
operator will be idle. The operator will attempt to move every time the system changes state.
When a state change occurs, the system will first check if the "Upper WlP Limit" has been
exceeded at any station in the priority list, and second, will check if the =Lower WlP Limit" has
been exceeded at any station in the priority list. If any of these two conditions occurs, the
operator will go to that station. If both of these conditions are not satisfied, the operator will
attempt to move to a station in the priority list that has WIP greater than zero.
The above rules always check the parameters in the assigned priority sequence. For
example, if the operator is at Station 4 and the priority sequence is Station 2, Station 3, Station 4,
and Station 5, the rules are always fired starting with Station 2, then Station 3 and then Station 5.
It should be noted that some of the parameters may be set to zero. For example, if the
=Time Limit" and =Bundle Limit" are zero, then Rule 1 is always true and Rules 2a and 2b are
tested after the operator has completed every lot.
4.0 COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS
All the simulators require the following hardware:
• IBM/PC compatible
• VGA monitor (640 x 480 graphics mode)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
A request was received by the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) to
produce a StereoLithography Apparatus (SLA) generated mock-up of an
electronics assembly for a rapid prototyping project. The assembly, shown in
Figure 1, is comprised of seven parts and a housing. The individual piece parts
consist of three different spools, an LED, two different covers, and an
accelerator block. The housing is actually a representation of the housing and
eight attached electronic components made as one solid piece (Figures 2 and
3). The requesting party provided UAH with hand drawn sketches of the
required parts and resolved questions as they arose.
2.0 RAPID PROTOTYPING WITH THE SLA PROCESS
The SLA rapid prototyping process is accomplished througtl a fairly rigid
process. This process is shown in Figure 4.
2,1 Generstion of the CAD Model
The first step in this process is the development of a 3-D solid model CAD
database of the prospective part. The designer needs to consider three aspects
of the CAD model, the pan, the base support, and the secondary supports
(Rgure 5).
• ]]:B_P_EI - The part itself, seen in Figure 6, must be defined as a three
dimensional solid. The part will sit on a base support at least 0.250" off the
construction platform. The construction platform is a steel plate with a series of
1/4" holes on approximately 1/2" centers (to facilitate drainage during the build
process).
• The Base Suonort - The purpose of this support (seen with the
secondary supports in Figure 7) is to prevent irregularities an(I/or warpage in
the construction platform from effecting the finished part. This support should
be a separate solid from the part closely approximating (without undercutting)
the footpnnt. It should overlap the part 0.050"-0.060" in the direction of the Z
axis to ensure full support.
• The Secondary Suooorts - In addition to the base support at the bottom,
secondary supports (also seen in Figure 7) may be required within and about
the part itself for the building process. These additional supports are generally
requirecl where there are unsupported overhangs. They should overlap the
part in all contact direction by 0.050_-0.060 " to ensure good support.
[Aside: Although it was not available for this project, a third party software
package called Bridgeworks exists that will automatically generate all the
supports.]
The party requesting the mock-up had no electronic drawings available. They
had the aDility to create Autocad databases and were willing to do so if
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necessary. The equipment available for use at Alabama Center for Advanced
Technology Transfer (ACATT) requires the database to be in intergraph solids
in order to get it into the facetted format necessary for delivery to the SLA. After
some preliminary research, it became apparent that it would be at least as easy
to originate the database on the Intergraph system as it would be to get an
acceptable translation from an Autocad database (had one existed). This
phase of the project went well.
2.2 Faeettina/Tesseilatina t h9 (_AD Model
Using software resident on the CAD system, the model and supports are
facetted (Intergraph terminotogy)/teseilated (general terminology) as seen in
F_ure 8. This process breaks all of the boundary surfaces clown into triangles.
As surfaces grow in complexity, the triangles defining them become smaller.
Very complex surfaces generate very large data files. Choral height may be set
for this procedure (generally recommended at 0.010"). It will also effect tdangle
size and file size. Two flies, the model file and the support file, will be
.generated separately using the facetting/tessellation procedure:
• The Model File - This file contains the model(s) of the part(s).
• The Suooort File - This file contains the model(s) of the base support(s)
and any secondary supports. Having separate files for the base and the model
allows the developer to set different parameters (i.e., honeycombing for the
supports, larger overcure values, etc.) later in the build process and improve
build efficiency. _ The entire CAD model must be in positive space for the
building process. It is recommended that, by this point in the process, the
bottom of the base supports be at +.001" in Z to avoid any possible problems.]
The facetting phase was also accomplished easily on the intergraph system.
All the parts for the mock-up assembly were small and would all have fit on the
SLA platform (approximately a 10" X 10" area). It would have been feasible to
make all the parts in one run. This was deemed undesirable because of the
complexity of the housing and the need to gain experience in the system
operation. The project was broken down into two runs. The first run was the
seven piece parts (three coils, two covers, an LED, and an accelerator block).
The intent was for the first run to provide insight on how the system behaved
and on how the secondary supports should be configured for the housing.
Subsequent run(s) would be made to refine the piece parts and to build the
housing.
2.3 Slicino the Files
This procedure slices the tessellated models into horizontal layers. The model
and support files are handled separately because it is desirable that the slice
parameters for the model differ from those for the base supports. The slice
parameters effect the quality levet of the final part. This is the point at which the
hatching (laser pattern) is defined. The supports will be defined using a
honeycomb tight enough for good support and loose enough for easy removal
prior to the post cure operation. The slicing procedure is accomplished on the
9
Figure 8
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SLA system or on tt_e Silicon Graphics system after transfer of the mooei and
support files over the network.
• Siicina On the SLA System - For slicing on the SLA system, simply set
the parameters, slice and go on to the file merge step. For reasons given
below, it is preferable to use the Silicon Graphics system.
• Siicina On the Silicon Grat_hics System - This system is faster than
using the SLA PC and it permits graphical review of the sliced files for
previously undetected database anamolies. At the time of this project, this
system was not fully available to the network. Files could be transferred to the
system, but not from it (i.e., to the SLA after slicing). Files for this project were
sliced on both systems using the same parameters. After graphical review of
Silicon Graphics sliced for correctness, the SLA sliced files were used to
complete the procedure.
2.4 Meraina the Files
After slicing is complete, the model and support files are merged into a single
build file.
2.5 P_LU.LEii.g._
During this phase, the merged model can be defined as a series of ranges
along the Z axis. It is frequently desirable to set different parameters for
different depths. Some areas may be more critical or more fragile than others,
requiring special treatment. Several build parameters, such as shrinkage and
cure depths, are all set at this point in the process. The system may also be
operated using default values. It is generally recommended that the resin
(polymer) specific parameters be used be entered into the computer unless
they are known to coincide with the system defaults.
2.8
This is the phase where the part is actually generated. A helium cadmium laser
emitting UV light is used to trace the shape of the part, at each slice, on the
polymer, partially curing and partially trapping minute amounts of polymer. This
is followed by dipping, recoating, and leveling of the part in the resin filled vat
followed by curing of the next layer of the part. The process repeats itself based
on the specified parameters until the complete part has been generated or the
process is stopped through error or interruption.
2.7 Postcurina Process
Once the build process is completed, excess polymer is drained from the part
back into the resin tank prior to removing the part from the SLA. Any excess
resin remaining on the part is removed using a solvent and the supports are
removed from the part. As mentioned earlier, there is still uncured resin trapped
within the part structure. Additional curing is required and is accomplished
11
using a Post Cure Apparatus (PCA), a UV oven. Setting the part in direct
sunlight will also cure the part, but it will require a much longer period of time.
The PCA or sunlight can be used in the treatment of resinous waste from this
process. In its uncured state, the resin is considered toxic waste; cured, it
becomes inert plastic waste.
3.0 REMARKS
The first run, with just the piece parts, showed a major problem with the base
supports. They did not overlap the parts sufficiently in the Z axis and were
not strong enough to prevent warpage or curling. Database errors in the
accelerator block were also discovered and corrected at this time.
The housing was added to the second run. The housing peeled as it grew.
The piece parts were scraDped as well because loose cured polymer
interferred with their growth. Database anomalies in the housing were the
suspected cause of this probtem. The housing database was, therefore,
reDuilt from scratch.
Meanwhile, a separate build run was made for the piece parts with good
results. It was noted that many of the dimensions were approximately 0.010"
oversized using the shrink factor recommended for the resin. While this is a
concern, the difference in size did not cause a problem for the customer, and
time did not permit a thorough investigation. It has since been learned that
this was due to a lack of beam width compensation during the build process.
With proper compensation, this problem is easily eliminated.
Several more build runs were made on the housing with approximately the
same results (i.e., continued to peel as it grew). Different strategies were
tried to alleviate this problem(e.g., the part was re-oriented, pauses were
increased, sweeper blade gap was increased, overcure was increased)
without success. What did become apparent was that the problem was
predictable and repeatable. Although literature available at the time
indicated that 0.050" thick vertical walls (approximately 1.200" tall) should
not require supports, they do. Once supports were added to the thin wall
areas, the part ran without difficulty.
The end result of this project was that the customer was pleased with the
SLA generated parts. The experience gained by the technician indicated
that additional investigation might be warranted on shrinkage, secondary
supports, the impact of weave patterns, and resin specific properties.
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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes the technical assistance provided Hilton Active
Apparel in Thomasville, Alabama. Hilton Apparel is interested in changing
several of its manufacturing lines from the progressive bundle system to modular
manufacturing. This assistance was supported in part by contracts from the
Alabama Industrial Development Training's (AIDT) Alabama Center for Advanced
Technology Transfer (ACATT) and the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) NCC8-18
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Hilton Active Apparel has an interest in applying the concepts of modular
manufacturing in their facility in Thomasville, Alabama. As a result, the following
technical assistance was provided Hilton:
Mailed copies of three modular manufacturing simulators SSE3, SSE6,
and SSE5. These simulators were mailed after Hilton's request for
technical assistance from the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC). Appendix A contains a copy of the request and the
corresponding MSFC response (MSFC #608)
• Conducted on-site seminar on modular manufacturing
• Analyzed several garment lines using the modular manufacturing
simulators
2.0
The latter two activities are discussed in detail in the following sections.
MODULAR MANUFACTURING
The seminar on modular manufacturing consisted of two parts:
• Introduction to modular manufacturing
• Application of simulation for designing and analyzing modular
manufacturing systems
The topics covered in the introduction to modular manufacturing included:
• Features of modular manufacturing
• Advantages and disadvantages of modular manufacturing
• Group work ethics
• Solving problems on sewing floor
• Conducting aworkgroup meeting
• Brainstorming during group problem solving
• How to give and receive constructive criticism
• Planning the project
• Forming the module
Appendix B outlines the basic steps in implementing modular
manufacturing. The presentation documentation is bound in a separate report.
The topics covered in the application of simulation included:
• Introduction to simulation
• Simulation languages
• Simulation case studies
• Modular manufacturing simulators
3.0 MODULAR MANUFACTURING SIMULATION
3.1 Garment A
Figure 1 gives the process flow for making Garment A. The line consists
of seven stations with one machine at each station. The exception is Station 3
which is a manual operation not requiring a machine. The line has six operators.
3.1.1 Maximum Production
If it assumed that all operators can move to any machine in any order and
there are extra machines at each station, then:
° Sum of operators times =
1.95 + 2.43 + 0.40 + 1.31 + 1.60 + 0.53 + 1.85 = 10.07 minutes
. Average time each operator spends on a garment =
10.07 min/6 op = 1.68 min/op
3. Maximum production per day =
480 min X 1 = 286 garments
day 1.68 min
This maximum production can be validated by using SSE3. Figure 2 gives
the layout for this modified line. Assuming only the mean station times and no
distributions, the production is 286 garments per day.
3.1.2 Module Modifications tSSE6_
One common method of module operation is the Toyota Sewn System
(TSS). Figure 3 gives the operator movement rules for the TSS. The simulator
SSE6 has been written specifically for evaluating TSS modules. Figure 4 gives
the layout of the TSS module for Garment A.
Figure 5 gives the production per day and production per operator as a
function of the number of operators with only one machine at each station.
Figure 6 gives the corresponding work-in-process (WlP) as a function of the
number of operators. Table I gives the percent of time each operator was idle.
Note that the production did not increase above 169 by adding a fifth or
sixth operator. WlP remained around 95 garments. Also, by adding a fifth
operator, one operator was idle 100 percent of the time. By adding a sixth
operator, two operators were idle 100 percent of the time (see Table I).
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Station Description Machine
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
set pocket
front merrow, close shoulder,
and side seam
mark for collar
set collar
topstitch fronts
tail merrow
hem sleeve and tail
single needle Iockstitch
top feed safety stich
no machine
top feed safety stitch
single needle Iockstich
top feed safety stitch
single needle Iockstitch
Figure 1. Initial module layout for Garment A
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2
2
1
1
2
1
2
set pocket
front merrow, close shoulder,
and side seam
mark for collar
set collar
topstitch fronts
tail merrow
hem sleeve and tail
number of operators = 6
Machine description
single needle Iockstitch
top feed safety stich
no machine
top feed safety stitch
single needle Iockstich
top feed safety stitch
single needle Iockstitch
Figure 2. Module modification using SSE3
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The SSE6 has the following operator movement rules:
• Parts move forward in the manufacturing module. Operations move forwards with
the part and also move backwards for additional work.
An operator performs an operation at a station and will move forwards with the
part to the next station and performs the operation until the operator reaches an
operator at a station. The part is then placed in front of the station, or passed
directly to the operator, if the operator is free.
If an operator is not busy, the operator will move backwards until there is an
available part. If there is no waiting part, the operator will interrupt the first
operator reached. The interrupted operator will then move backwards to either
find an available part or another busy operator to interrupt. The interrupting
operator will then complete the interrupted operation.
If a station has more than one machine, the operator movement rule for that station is as
follows:
If the operator number, who has just completed working on a part, is greater than
the other operator numbers at that station, the operator will attempt to move
forward to the next station with the part. If the next station is busy, the operator
will interrupt one of the other operators at the current station.
If the operator number, who has just completed working on a part, is less than
the other operator numbers at that station, the operator will move backwards for
more work. If the backwards station is busy, the operator will interrupt the
operator.
The SSE6 also has a TYPE column in Option 3, Input/Edit Stations. The description of
each type is:
• Type 1- the operators move following the previously defined rules.
Type 2- the operator will stay at the station if the WIP in front of this station is not
empty and the WlP at the station is greater than the WIP at the next station. The
operator will move to the next station if the WIP in front of this station is less than
the WIP at the next station. If the operator cannot move to the next station
because that station is occupied or the WIP in front of the current station is
empty, the operator will move backwards to find work.
A note of warning to the user. After a number of test runs of the SSE6, it has been
observed that the coded rules do not operate exactly as the real world operation of the
manufacturing module. To compensate for the difference, the above Type 2 rule has been added
to SSE6. Generally, the station with the largest cycle time may need to be a Type 2 rather than a
Type 1. It has been found that overall production of the module more closely approximates the
theoretical production when the Type 2 rule is added to the station with the largest cycle time.
Figure 3. SSE6 Operator Movement Rules
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1
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4
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set pocket
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Figure 4. Module modification using SSE6
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Table I Operator idle time (%)
Run
Operator
Number of
operators 1 2 3 4 5
1 3 8 11 0 - -
2 4 0 0 22 0 -
3 5 1O0 0 0 22 0
4 6 1O0 1O0 0 0 22
6
0
Station Machines/ SSE6
station station type
1 1 1
2 1 2
3 1 1
4 1 1
5 1 1
6 1 1
7 1 1
Data collected after running model 480 minutes and
a warmup of 100 minutes
One approach to increase module production is to add duplicate machines
at selected stations. The stations with long cycle times are logical selections.
These stations are Stations 1 and 2. Table II gives the results by adding more
machines. Run 5 consisted of four operators and two machines at Station 2.
The production increased to 190 garments per day. Run 6 consisted of four
operators and two machines at both Stations 1 and 2. The production remained
at 190 garments per day.
Run 7 consisted of adding a fifth operator and a second machine at
Station 2. Production increased to 234 garments per day. Run 8 consisted of
five operators and two machines at both Stations 1 and 2. Production remained
at 238 garments per day. Note that adding additional machines not only
increased production, but also reduced the WIP to less than five garments. Also,
average operator utilization was 95 percent for Run 8 (Reference Table III).
Table IV gives the percentages each operator spent at each station for
Run 8. Note that the operators worked in zones. For example, Operators 1 and
2 worked at Stations 1 and 2. Operator 3 worked at Stations 2, 3, and 4.
Operator 4 worked at Stations 4, 5, and 6. Operator 5 worked at Stations 6 and
7.
3.1.3 Module Modific=tions (SSE5_
It is generally impossible in most real world modules to have the operators
move freely in the module as given in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Instead, some
operators are fixed at machines while others are cross trained and work on
several machines. The simulator SSE5 can be used to evaluate various operator
movement rules. The operator movement rules are given in Figure 7.
Figure 8 is a layout of a modified module. Two machines are placed at
Station 2 because of the large cycle time. All cycle times are normally distributed
with the standard deviations ten percent of the means.
The following runs were made:
Run 1 (See Table V)
Operator
1
2
3
4
5
fixed at STA1
moves between STA2, 3, and 4
moves between STA4, 3, and 2
moves between STA5 and 6
moves between STA7 and 6
Run 2 (See Table VI)
Operator
1
2
fixed at STA1
moves between STA2 and 3
Table II. Machines at each station
Run Station Operators
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 4
6 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 4
7 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 5
8 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 5
Production/
day
190
190
234
238
Module
WIP after
one week
I
0
2
0
4
Table III. Operator idle time (%)
Operator
Run 1 2 3 4 5
Average
operator utilization
5 19 15 13 0 - 88
936 8 7 13 0 -
7 31 28 16 12 0 83
8 6 4 16 0 0 95
SSE5 Run 8 file name: SIMTSS
Data collected after running model 2400 minutes (4 hours)
and a warmup of 300 minutes
Station 2 is a Type 2 for all runs
]0
Table IV. Percent time operator worked at each station for Run 8
Operator
Station Machines 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 75 22 0 0 0
2 2 19 65 27 0 0
3 1 0 9 10 0 0
4 1 0 0 59 5 0
5 1 0 0 0 74 1
6 1 0 0 0 5 7
7 1 0 0 0 0 92
6 4 4 16 0idle
1]
The input parameters for a fixed operator are:
• Priodty = 1
• Operator efficiency (%) = value 1 to 150
• Other parameters = unused
The input parameters for a moveable operator are:
• Priority = 1, 2, 3 .... (1 = home station)
• Operator effidency (%) = value 1 to 150
• Lower WlP limit at this station = 0, 1, 2, 3 .... lots
• Upper WlP limit at this station = 0, 1, 2, 3 .... lots
• Bundle limit at this station = 0, 1, 2, 3 .... lots
• "l]me limit operator spends at this station = any positive number
The rules for the movement of a moveable operator are:
Rule 1: Operator will attempt to move to another station in the priority list
when the operator has worked more than the "Time Umit" at the
current station, or when the operator has completed, or exceeded, the
=Bundle Limit"at the current station and the operator has completed a
lot of garments.
Rule 2: If Rule 1 is satisfied, the operator will move from the current station to
the first station in the priority list when one of the following conditions
is satisfied:
Rule 2a- WIP at current station is LESS than the upper WlP limit
and the WIP at a station in the priority list is GREATER
than the upper WlP limit.
Rule 2b: WlP at current station is LESS than the lower WlP limit
and the WlP at a station in the priority list is GREATER
than the lower WlP limit
If Rule 1 is satisfied and both Rules 2a and 2b are not satisfied, then the operator will
stay at the current station and do another lot. After each lot the operator will try to move
depending on Rules 2a or 2b.
When the operator can no longer do work at the current station because there is no WIP
and Rules 2a and 2b are not satisfied, the operator will attempt to go to the first station in the
priority list that has WlP greater than zero, rather than remain idle at the current station.
However, if the operator still cannot move, the operator will remain at the current station and be
idle. Note that the operator will atttempt to move every time the system changes state.
The above rules always check the parameters in the assigned priority sequence. For
example, if the operator is at Station 4 and the priority sequence is Station 2, Station 3, Station 4
and Station 5, the rules are always fired starting with Station 2, then Station 3 and then Station 5.
It should be noted that some of the parameters may be set to zero. For example, if the
"Time Limit" and "Bundle Limit" are zero, then Rule 1 is always true and Rules 2a and 2b are
tested after the operator has completed every lot.
Figure 7. SSE5 Operator Movement Rules
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1
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3
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6
7
Machines Description
1 set pocket
2 front merrow, close shoulder,
and side seam
1 mark for collar
1 set collar
1 topstitch fronts
1 tail merrow
1 hem sleeve and tail
Machine description
single needle Iockstitch
top feed safety stich
no machine
top feed safety stitch
single needle Iockstich
top feed safety stitch
single needle Iockstitch
Figure 8. Module modification (using SSE5)
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Table V. SSE5 Run 1 results
Operator
1
2
3
4
5
Operator movement sequence (1 = home station)
Station
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3
3 2 1
1 2
2 1
Machines 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
Production/week: 1159 garments
Production/day: 232 garments
Module WIP at end of week: 86 garments
Largest WIP in front of Station 2:83 garments
Operator % idle
1 0
2 0
3 0
4 7
5 1
Data collected after running model for 2400 minutes (4 hours)
and a warmup of 300 minutes
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1
2
3
4
5
6
Table Vl. SSE5 Run 2 results
Operator movement sequence (1 = home station)
Station
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2
1 2
2 1
2 1
Machines 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
Production/week: 1125 garments
Production/day: 225 garments
Module WIP at end of week: 121 garments
Largest WlP in front of Station 5:121 garments
Operator % idle
1 0
2 28
3 28
4 33
5 0
6 14
]5
3
4
5
6
moves between STA2. and 3
fixed at STA4
moves between STA6 and 5
moves between STA7 and 6
Run 3 (See Table VII)
Operator
1
2
3
4
5
6
fixed at STA1
moves between STA2, 3, and 1
moves between STA3, 2, and 1
moves between STA4, 5, and 6
moves between STA6, 5, and 4
fixed at STA7
The results of each run are given' in Tables V, Vl, and VII. Figure 9
summarizes the results. Production was 232 for Run 1 with five operators, 225
for Run 2 with six operators, and 259 for Run 3 with six operators. Production
increased from Run 2 to Run 3 by only changing the operator movement rules.
As production increased, operator utilization also increased to 100 percent for
Run 3.
3.2 G_rmen| B
Figure 10 gives the process flow for making Garment B. The line consists
of nine stations with one machine at each station. Station 5 is a manual operation
not requiring a machine.
Figure 11 gives the layout of the modified module. Two machines are
placed at Station 3 because of the large cycle time. All cycle times are normally
distributed with the standard deviations ten percent of the means. Seven
operators are placed in the module.
Table VIII gives the results of the SSE5 simulator. The operator
assignments are:
Operator
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
fixed at STA3
moves between STA2 and 1
fixed at STA3
fixed at STA4
moves between STA5 and 6
moves between STA7, 8, and 9
Moves between STA8 and 9
Hourly production was 503 garments. The WIP in the module at the end of
the day was 12 garments. Average operator utilization was 93.2 percent.
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Table VII. SSE5 Run 3 results
Operator movement sequence (1= home station)
Station
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1
3 1 2
3 2 1
1 2 3
3 2 1
Machines 2 2 1 1 2 1 1
Production/week: 1296 garments
Production/day: 259 garments
Module WlP at end of week: 241 garments
Largest WlP in front of Station 5:206 garments
WlP in front of Station 7:35 garments
Operator % idle
1 0
2 0
3 0
4 0
5 0
6 0
SSE5 file name: SIMPLX3
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Figure 9. Comparison of results for SSE5
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Station Machines Description
1 1 close shoulder
2 1 stitch shoulder
3 1 set sleeve and close
4 1 set collar
5 1 turn and mark collar
6 1 close collar
7 1 topstitch plackard
8 1 close unit tail
9 1 label sew
Figure 10. Initial module layout for Garment B
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Figure 11. Module layout for Garment B (using SSE5)
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Table VIII.
Operator 1 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
2 1
SSE5 results for Garment B
Station
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2
2
1
3
2
Machines 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
Production/day: 503 garments
Module WIP at end of day: 12 garments
Operator % idle
1 14.6
2 0.0
3 14.5
4 13.8
5 0.0
6 0.8
7 4.2
SSE5 file name: GARMB
Data collected after running the model for 480 minutes and
a warmup of 100 minutes
2]
4.0 ANALYSIS
4.1 G_rment A
Hilton Apparel has indicated a maximum production of 288 garments per
day with six operators. This production is achievable using the SSE3 simulator
provided the operators are all cross trained and can move to any station in any
sequence and there is always an available machine at a station. The model
using the SSE3 simulator resulted in a production of 286 garments per day.
However, to achieve this production, a set of unrealistic rules were used by the
SSE3. The model using the SSE6 simulator was based on the Toyota Sewn
System (TSS) and resulted in a maximum module production of 169 garments
per day with only four operators. Adding more than four operators did not
increase production. A greater production of 234 garments/day was achieved by
adding a second machine at Station 2 and a fifth operator.
The model using the SSE5 simulator was based on a set of rules that
permitted some operators fixed while other operators move between a defined
number of machines. A production was achieved of 259 garments with six
operators and two machines at Stations 1,2, and 5. However, there was a large
WIP buildup of 241 garments.
One method to increase production is to improve the method. This may
include changing the operations, adding special attachments to the machines,
and purchasing more automated machines. Station 2 is a logical place to start
since this station has the largest cycle time. Station 1 also has a large cycle time
as well as Station 7.
Another method to increase production is to assign the most efficient
operators to those stations with the largest cycle times. For example, if an
operator is fixed at each of the seven stations and all operators work at 100
percent efficiency, the production would be 480 minutes/day/2.43 minutes for the
longest cycle time = 198 garments/day. If the operator is fixed at Station 2 and
works at 110 percent the production would be 480 minutes/day/(2.43 min/1.1) =
217 garments/day.
4.2 Garment B
The model using the SSE5 simulator achieved a production of 503
garments per hour. The WlP at the end of the day was only 12 garments.
Average operator utilization was 93 percent.
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Nllbolud .AAmOelutk_IrKI
C. UanmU Sp_e Right Center
Mandudl Spice Right Center, Alabama 35812
R,_,,,,,-" AT01
Mr. Roger Digmon
Simplex Industries
608 Tallahatta Rd
Thomasviile, AL 36784
OEC 11 1992
Dear Mr. Digmon:
In reference to your request (Problem Statement #608) for apparel
manufacturing simulation software, we have attached copies of the following
apparel simulators:
1. SSE#3 and SSE#6 with users manual and software
2. SSE#5 with users manual and software
The SSE#3 probably cannot be used to model a real world apparel
manufacturing module. Instead, this simulator is an excellent training tool for
the first-time user of computer simulation.
The SSE#6 can be used to model apparel manufacturing modules that
are based on the TSS (Toyota Sewing:System) where all operators stand and
move between stations. Work is done in lots of one garment.
The SSE#5 can be used to model manufacturing modules where some
operators are fixed at machines while other operators can move between
several machines. The moveable operators move based on a defined set of
rules such as a time limit, bundle limit, lower WIP, and upper WlP. This
simulator has been used by a number of apparel firms in Alabama.
For example, to execute the SSE#5 simulator, first load DOS and then
load the simulator disk in drive A. Next, enter SSE5. If you have any questions
concerning the use of the simulators, please call Dr. Bernard J. Schroer at
(205) 895-6256.
Also enclosed is a set of recent publications by B. Schroer and M.
Ziemke on modular manufacturing and simulation. The article "Home Grown
Moaular Manufacturing" outlines a small firm's success in implementing
modular manufacturing.
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The article "A Look at TSS Through Simulation" gives the development
of a simulation model for studying the operation of a manufacturing module
where all operators are cross trained and move like a chain between stalJons.
Note that in this article, five operators are optimal in terms of maximum
production and minimum work-in-process. Adding more operators do not
increase production but do increase work-in-process. The SSE#6 can be used
to model these types of manufacturing modules.
The article "Manufactudng's New Crystal Bail" gives a brief !_
into computer simulation, the different types of simulation systems, and a
sample simulation model of a manufacturing module.
The article "Technology Transfer To a Major Manufacturing Industry:
Case Study of a State's Approach" outlines Alabama's approach to technology
transfer to the apparel industry.
Thank you for your interest in Marshall Space Right Center's Technology
Transfer program. If we can be of any further assistance, please ceJI my office
at (205) 544-0962.
-liB,"-
Sincerely,
IsmaJl Akbay, Director
Technology Utilization Office
Enclosures
CC:
11/23
ATO1/Nell Massey
UAH/Bemard Schroer
Disclaimer
This information was assembled by the United States Government acting through the National
Aeronautics and S¢)ace Administration. Neither me Unitea States Government nor any agency or person
acting on behalf of the United States Government assumes any liability resulting from the use of the
information. In addition, the United States Govemmem does not represent or warrant that use of the
informationwill be free from privately owned rights.
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Technical Request/Problem Statement
_s_o, _ I.,,.i V-i_+
6 a 4 -u_yy_
Desired results:
Action to date:
What you expect from NASA/Marshall or other federal laboratory:
Schedule- Date needed:
Return lorm to:
Director, Technology Utilization
Cocie AT01
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AI 35812
Fax (2051 544-3151
2 6 RevLseo 02.-'21.51
APPENDIX B
Ten Basic Steps to Modular Manufacturing
(Self-Directed Work Teams)
During the past three years, the authors have written several articles about
getting started in modular manufacturing. Although these pieces have proven
useful to some clients, it has become obvious that many managers would prefer
a "cookbook" approach to the subject. Thus, a paradigm is presented for
converting to a dedicated work team approach from whatever work management
method had been used previously.
The approach is based almost entirely upon experience with apparel
manufacturing. However, the basic concept is applicable to several other
manufacturing industries, including electronic or electrical assembly work. The
point here is that the new discipline to be taught is not the actual manufacturing
skills. Instead, it is the philosoohy of shared arouo effort to achieve common
oroduction aoals. For this reason, certain common elements of work can be
taught irrespective of the product produced. These include: problem-solving,
goal-sharing, team-building, etc. In Alabama, the state will provide free in-plant
orientation courses on these types of subjects. This training is important. Most
of the productivity and quality improvements achieved from dedicated work teams
is attributable to their improved work attitudes.
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Steps to modular manufacturing (MM)
1. Obtain management committment
a. write down goals and objectives
b. have management sign off on plan
2. Get smart on modular manufacturing
a. visit plants that have implemented MM
b. attend MM seminars and workshops
c. read trade journals about MM
d. learn from other's mistakes
3. Start small
a. select one garment or style
b. understand operation of current manufacturing of selected garment
c. develop process flow of existing system
d. determine standard times for existing system
e. determine existing resources such as number of operators, bundle
handlers, maintenance, supervisors, etc
4. Develop straw man MM
a. develop process flow of proposed MM
b. determine machines for each operation
c. determine operations that may be combined on same machine
d. determine required resources (operators and machines)
e. determine MM production goal
f. develop employee pay plan
f. develop simulation model of MM
g. use model to balance line, optimize staffing, and allocate resources
5. Find willing workers
a. solicit employee participation
b. screen and select employees for module
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6. Educate/orient employees
a. schedule training sessions on company time
b. company's plans for modular
c. features of MM
d. example of other firms' pay plans
e. advantages of progressive bundle system (PBS)
f. disadvantages of PBS
g. advantages of MM
h. disadvantages of MM
i. quality through MM
j. group work ethics
k. solving problems on the sewing floor
I. conducting a work group meeting
m. brainstorming during group problem solving
n. reasons to avoid destructive criticism
o. benefits of constructive criticism
p. how to give constructive criticism
q. how to receive constructive criticism
7. Set-up MM
a. ensure employee participation
b. hold meeting with module on company time
c. have module select leader and group name
d. install sign of module name
e. help module develop reporting procedure such as the use
of blackboard to record production per hour
d. solict suggestions
e. use suggestions to modify and improve module (management
needs to respond to suggestions quickly, such as within one week)
8. Shake down MM
a. compensate operators for lost pay during shakedown
b. hold meeting with module on company time
c. solicit suggestions
d. modify and improve module
9. Begin regular production
a. may still need to compensate operators for lost pay based on
average earnings under old progressive bundle system
b. Experiment with machine setups and/or work methods
better suited to MM
10. Continuously monitor progress
a. hold meeting with module on company time (weekly)
b. solicit suggestions
c. modify and improve module
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6.0 Letters of Support
MI:IC MORCC¢qRESEARCH CORPORATION
October 30, 1992
1"he Honorable Bud Cramer
U.S. House of Representatives
1431 l.,ongworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Congressman Cramer:
] would ltke to inform you of the success Morgan Research Corporation has had accessing
:he technology transfer program at the NASA Marshall Space Ft./gbt Center. Several
monlhs ago Morgan Research submitted a problem statement to MSFC for assistance in a
technology call sterolithography for the rapid protot3,'ping of parts.
l-hrough relationships with the University of Alabama in Huntsville and the Alabama Center
for Advanced Technology Transfer, MSFC was abIe to "grow" a prototype assembly for
Morgan Research (an exploded view of the assembly is attached). Thardcs to the efforts of
MSFC, [ was able to use this prototype part to successfully market Morgan Research's
concepts with another governmental agency in Huntsville.
A_s a small company, [ am most pleased and gratified that the federal government is
supporting the transfer of technology from the federal laboratories to the private sector. I
want to thank you for your support and strongly encourage your continued support of
:echnolog), transfer.
Sqncerely,
Ti mothy D.-,Morgan _'
Vice President
cc J. Lee, Director MSFC
tdm/Isp
2707 ,'%"t,e S_ret',' • Suite 17 • Hunlsville. Alabama 35805-4769 • t2051 533-3233
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Jack Lee
Director
George C Marshall Space Flight Center
DA01 Bldg. 9200
Marshall Space Fligllt Center, AL 3581 2
Dear Mr. Lee,
I ",.van; to thank MSFC and its Technology Utilization Office for its response _o my
simulator software request in August 1992. I have used the software to evaluate
several manufacturing alternatives at Lee Apparel Co.
During the years of 1986-91, while we were developing Modular Manutacturing in our
Bayou La 8atre, AI. facil;ty, the staff at the University of Alabama in Huntsville
responded to numerous questions from me, and I feet that the s_mulatOr is a new puak
in industrial technology assistance.
1 want to commend MSFC and UAH for tlleir initiative in providing technology _u the
ap._arel industry, and have recommended strongly to my sucou=sor at the @ayou La
Be:re, AI. facility, that we continue to utilize this invaluable resource.
Sircerely,
Michaet Pickron
Area Engineering Manager
bh
=, le_
PO_.-_,,:QUALITYOF '";
October 23, 1992
Phone (205) 259-3000
FAX(205) 259-3165
Mr. Jack Lee, Director
George C. Marsha/l Space Flight Center
DA01 Bldg. 4200
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL. 35812
Dear Mr. Lee:
Andover Togs has been experimenting with modular manufacturing here in North
Alabana. Through the technology transfer program with MSFC and the University of
Alabana in Huntsville, Andover requested assistance in the conceptual develop_mlt
of simulation models to design and evaluate manufacturing modules. As a result,
MSFC provided us with same simulation software for modeling our systems. We are
currently _lementing several manufacturing modules in our Distribution Center
in Scottsboro.
I _nt to thank MSFC for its rapid response to our request and certainly hope
you continue this valuable service to industry in Alabama.
Sincerely,
ANDOVER TOGS_ INC.(/_
Distribution £hgineer
2A:gf
cc: G. Daugherty, _er Togs
B. Schroer, UAH
C. Z iemke, UAH
P.O. Box 250 201 French Ddve .£,,.-,..,,h'-,:_,.-,,,.,.,.,_, .,._-.-;,--,"-..'- " .............
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Center for Automation
and Robotics
University
Of Alabama
InHuntsville
Huntsville, Alabama 35899
July 1992
Fact Sheet
Access to NASA Technologies
Alabama Industrial Development Training (AIDT) and the University of Alabama
in Huntsville (UAH) have developed a technology transfer program to assist Alabama
firms access technology available within the NASA Marshall Space Flight (MSFC) in
Huntsville. Some of the services available from AIDT and MSFC are:
• NASA Tech Briefs Magazine
• COSMIC software library
• Database searches
• Technical assistance
Of special interest to firms such as yours are the AIDT/UAH technical assistance
teams that are available to assist firms with technical problems and to access NASA
technologies. If you have a specific technical problem, just complete the attached
Technical Assistance/Problem Statement form and return to either AIDT or MSFC. If you
would like a site visit and assistance in accessing AIDT and MSFC please call:
M.C. Ziemke, UAH
(205) 895-6408
Jeff Sica, AIDT
(205) 461-7550
The AIDT Alabama Center for Advanced Technology Transfer (ACATT') has
weekly tours every Thursday at 5:00 p.m. Please call for a reservation.
This project is funded in part by Cooperative Agreement NCC8-18 from the
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSCF) Technology Utilization Office, Mr. Ismail
Akbay, Director and Mr. John R. Richardson, Program Manager;, and Alabama Industrial
Development Training (AIDT), George Howard, Director.
/HOW TO DO BUSINESS WITH THE GOVERNMENT
A common quesuon is how to do business with the government. This Fact Sheet answers this question.
Small Business Offices in Alabama
Anniston
Anniston Army Depot
ATTN: SDSAN-SB
36201-5003
Ms. Kathy Harvey
(205) 235-7346
USACML&MPCEN&FM
ATTN: ATZN-DC
Bldg. 24 I-C
Fort McClellan
36205-5000
Mrs. Brenda Furlow
L205) 848-5126
Birmingham
Small Business Administrauon
2121 Eighth Avenue, North
Suite 200
35203-2376
Mr. James Barksdale 731-1341
Ms. Donna Glenn 731-0706
Daleville
Directorate of Contracting
U.S. Army Aviation Center
ATTN: ATZQ-C
Fort Ruckcr
36362-5000
Mr. Peter Polivka
(205) 255-3404/3407
Huntsville
U.S. Army Missile Command
ATTN: AMSMI-SB
Redstone Arsenal
35898-5150
Dr. Rex Conners
Mr. Lee A. Ford
Mr. Dwight Kimbrell
Ms. Bcrtie Lipscomb
876-5441
87&2561
876-2376
876-5318
U.S. Army Strategic Defense Command
P.O. Box 1500
35807-3801
Mrs. Virginia B. Wright
(205) 955-3412
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Procurement Office, Arm: API6
35812
Conrad Walker 544-0254
David Brock 544-0267
U.S. Army Engineer Division
Huntsville CEI-IND-DD
P.O. Box 1600, West Station
35807-4301
Mr. Ed Lewis
(205) 955-5743
Mobile
Supply Officer
U.S. Coast Guard Aviation
Training Center
36608-9682
(205) 694-6312
U.S. Army Engineer District
P.O. Box 2288
36628-0001
Ms. A.E. Cotton
(205) 690-3597
Montgomery
U.S. Department of Agriculture
ForestService
Contracting Office
1765 Highland Avenue
36107
Ms. Charlotte Fiitcraft
(205) 832-4470
SSC/PK
Building 501
Maxwell AFB
Gunter Annex, AL
36114-6343
Mr. Melvin Carr
(205) 416-5614
National Guard
c/o USPFO, Alabama
P.O. Box 3715
36109-0715
Col. Max S. Bowdoin
(205) 271-7316
Supply Officer
Veterans Administration Hospital
215 Perry Hill Road
36109
(205) 272-4670
Tuskegee
Supply Officer
Veterans Administration Medical Ctr
36083
(205) 727-0550
Each federal procurement office has a small business specialist for assisting small firms sell to that agency. Contact this person for
assistance and to get on the bidding list.
Federal Solicitation Mailing List
To get on the bidding list, complete attached form SF129 and send to each of the above procurement offices.
Small Business Procurement System
Bid information from the Commerce Business Daily is entered into the states computer system and then to the Small Business
Development Centers tSBDCs). The SBDC matches your specific capabilities with bid opportunities and mails you a notice so you
can call the appropriate federal agency for a bid package. Complete the attached form to receive this service.
Small Business Development Centers (SBDCs)
For more information contact the following SBCD nearest you:
Auburn
Auburn University
Small Business Development Center
226 Thach Hall
Auburn University, AL 36849-5243
205 -844-4220
Birmingmam
The University of Alabama at
Birmingham
Small Business Development Center
901 South 15th Street
MCJ Building. Room 143
Birmingham. AL 35294
205-934-6760
Huntsville
Northeast Alabama Regional SBDC
Alabama A&M University and The
University of Alabama in Huntsville
P.O. Box 343
255 Church Street. N.W.
Huntsville, AL 35804-0343
205 -535-2061
Mobile
The University of South Alabama
Small Business Development Center
College of Business/Management
Studies
BMSB 101
Mobile, AL 36688
205-460-6004
Jacksonville
Jacksonville State University
Small Business Development Center
113B Merril Hall
Jacksonville, AL 36265
205-231-5271
Montgomery
Alabama State Universi .ty
Small Business Development Center
915 South Jackson Street
Montgomery, AL 36195
205-269-1102
Florence
The University of North Alabama
Small Business Development Center
Box 5017. Keller Halt
Florence, AL 35632-0001
Livingston
Livingston University
Small Business Development Center
Station 35
Livingston, AL 35470
205-652-9661. ext. 439
Troy
Troy State University
Small Business Development
Center
Sorrell College of Business
Troy, AL 36082-0001
205 -566-7665
Tuscaioosa
The University of Alabama
Small Busine_ Development
Center
Box 870397, 400 S. Martha
Parharn West
Tuscaloosa. AL 35487-0397
205 -348-7011
Call Donna Bass * ACATT/AIDT • 2903 Wall Triana Hwy Suite l • Huntsville. AL 35824 • (205) 461-7550 • Fax (205) 461-8153
This project is funded in part by Cooperauve Agreement NCC8-18 from the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Technology
Utilization Office, Mr. lshmail Akbay, Director and Mr. John R. Richardson, Program Manager; and the Alabama Industrial
Development Training (AID'I), George Howard, Director.
PREtlLI_NG P.qGE BLANK NOT FILleD
SOLICITATION MAILING LIST APPLICATION
;_. " .'3E OF _,#PLICATION
!NITIAL :_ REVISION I
2. _ATE "- O R M APPROVED
OMB NO.
3090-0009
NOTE-Please complete all items on this form. Insert N/A in _tems not applicable. See reverse for Instructions.
3. NAME AND ADDRESS OF FEDERAL AGENCY TO WHICH FORM IS -_. NAME AND ADDRESS OF APPLICANT Ilnciuae coun_'Y _tG LIP co_)
SUBMITTED (Inciude ZIP code/
5. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION (Chect¢ one) :6. ADDRESS TO WHICH SOLICITATIONS ARE TO BE MAILED (IfdJffe_n=
i thon Item 4Jr_
rNOIVIDUAL I I NON-PRO#_T ORGANIZATION :
_'] PARTNERSHIP F-] CORPORATION. INCORPORATEDUNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF: I
7 NAMES OF OFFICERS. OWNERS. OR PARTNERS
A. PRESIDENT IB. VICE PRESIDENT
E. OWNERS OR PARTNERSD. TREASURER
i C. SECRETARY
8. AFFILIATES OF APPLICANT (Nome=. tocclt;ons an(_ nature of affi|iation. See definition on reue_e.j
9. PERSONS AUTHORIZED TO SIGN OFFERS AND CONTRACTS IN YOUR NAME (Indit=te ifazentl
NAME OFFICIAL CAPACITY I TELE. NO. (Include orea code)
I
10. IDENTIFY EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES. AND/OR SERVICES ON WHICH YOU DESIRE TO MAKE AN OFFER (See att,_cl_d Feder_ alency'l iupp4emental
lhltinlr ond m&l.l"uct;onl. 4[ Gny )
11A. SI ZE OF BUSINESS (See defin|ttonl on
re fJcree P
SMALL BUSINESS OTHER THAN
['_ (If cheeleed, complete _ SMALL
_ lteml l IB and I IC) I I BUSINESS
1_. TYPE OF OWNERSHIP(See deflnitlonl on
fever=el fNot appiu:abie for other than Rmai_
bUltnellel I
-"]DISADVANTAGEDBUSINESS
14. DUNS NO. (1[ aumZ_bZeJ
WOMAN-
(_NEDBUSINESS
16. FLOOR SPACE (Sou=re feetJ
A. MANUFACTURING JB. WAREHOUSE
I
tlO. AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 11C. AVERAGE ANNUAL SALES OR RECEIPTS
Iilnc|udin_ affili=te=J FOR FOU R PRECED-
ING CALENDAR QUARTERS
13. TYPE OF BUSINESS (See deflnit_ol_s on rtl_rle)
r--] MANU FACTU R E R
REGULAR DEALER
OR PRODU ER ,_...., (Type I )
FOR
FOR PRECEDING THREE FISCAL YEARS
_] CONSTRUCTION r-"l SURPLUSCERN L_J DEALER
I
A. KEY PERSONNEL J
IB. PLANT ONLY
CERTIFICATION - I certify that information supplied herein (Including all pogee olt=v=hed) iS correct ancI that neither the applicant nor any person fOr con.
cern) m any connection with the applicant as a principal or officer, so far as is known, is now clel_arrecl or otherwise cleclarea ineligible by any agency of the
Federal Government from making offers for furnishing materials, supplies, or services to the Government or anv agency thereof,
19. 'NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON AUTHORIZED TO SIGN (Ty_ or [20. SIGNATURE J2_. DATE SIGNED
print) 1
i
NSN 7540--01-152 --R086 129-106 STANDARD FORM 129 (REV. 10-83;
Prescrmed OY GSA
PREVIOUS EDITIONS UNUSABLE 4.2 FAR (48 CFR| 53.2t4(¢)
TOP SECRET i SECRETJ CONFIDENTIALJ C' NAMES OF AGENCIES WHICH GRANTED SECURITY CLEARANCES (Include dates/
r--I SERVICEEsTABLISHMENT r'_ REGULAR(T_,pe2J DEALER r-] DEvERESEARCHLoPMENTAND
15. HOW LONG IN PRESENT BUSINESS?17. NET WORTH
I A" DATE I_ AMOUNT
1e. SECU R ITY CLEARANCE (If applicable, cheek hi_he=t ciearonce authorized I
OR_GQNAL FAC_. I,_
OF POOR QUALITY
".ST--" U CT iC:,_S
:_,rsons or concerns wishing to De _cced to a 3articular agency s oioaer's mailing nst for SUDOtles or se,-vlces shah Tile this E2ro[oerlv cc,
_=eted and certified Soiicitation Mailing List APplication, tocetner with SUCh other lists as may be attached to tins application form, w,
each procurement office of the Federal agency with which thev desire to do business, if a Feaerat aoencv has attached a Suopmmenta: Co
_ogitv list with instructions, com01ete [ne acp_cat_on as mstructeo. Otherwise, ioent_fv in _tem 10 the eouzoment supplies and/or serv,(
c,n WhiCh you desire to bid. (Provide Federal Supply Class or Standard Industrial Classificatzon Codes _f avaiiable) The application sna_t
submitted and signed by the principal as distinguisneo from an agent, however constituted.
After otacement on the bidder's mailing list of an agency, your failure to respond (submission of bid, or notice in writing, that you
:Jnable to bid on that Particular transaction but wish to remain on the active oidaer's mailina list fcr that oart_cuaar item) to solicitatic
-,vul _3e understood by the agency to mcicate lack of interest and concurrence _n the removat- of your n3me from me ourcl_asmg act_wt'
s_',_c_tat;on reading test for the items concerned.
SIZE OF BUSINESS DEFINITIONS
(See Item 11A.)
a. Small business concern--A small business concern for the pur-
pose of Government procurement is a concern, including its affili-
ates, which is independently owned and operated, is not dominant
in the field of operation in which it is competing for Government
contracts and can further qualify under the criteria concerning
number of embloyees, average annual receipts, or other criteria, as
¢rescnbed by the Small Business Administration (See Code of
Federal Regulations. Title 13, Part 121, as amended, which con-
tains detailed industry definitions and related procecures.)
b. Affiliates--Business concerns are affiliates of each other when
either airectty or indirectly (i) one concern controls or has the
power to control the other, or (ii) a third party controls or has the
power to control both. In determining whether concerns are inde-
pendently owned and operated and whether or not affiliation
exists, consideration is given to all appropriate factors including
common ownership, common management, and contractual rela-
tionship. (See Items 8 and 11A.)
c. Number of employees--( Item 11B) In connection with the
cletermination of small business status, "number of employees'"
means the average employment of any concern, including the em-
ployees of its domestic and foreign affiliates, based on the number
of persons employed on a full-time, part-time, temporary, or other
basis during each of the pay periods of the preceding 12 months. If
a concern has not been in existence for 12 months, "number of
employees" means the average employment of such concern and its
affiliates during the period that such concern has been in existence
based on the number of persons employed during each of the pay
per=dOS of the period that such concern has been in business.
TYPE OF OWNERSHIP DEFINITIONS
(See Item 12.)
a. "Disadvantaged business concern"-means any business concern
(1) which is at least 51 percent owned by one or more socially and
economically disadvantaged individuals; or, in the case of any pub-
licly owned business, at least 51 percent of the stock of which is
own_ by one or more socially ana economically disadvantaged
dividuals; and (2) whose management and da ly business operatic
are controlled by one or more ot" such individuals.
b. "Women-owned business"-means a business that is at least
0ercent owned by a woman or women who are U.S. citizens a
who also control and operate the business.
TYPE OF BUSINESSDEFINITIOHS
(See Item 13.)
a. Manufacturer or producer-means a person (or concern} owmr
operating, or maintaining a store, warehouse, or other estaoti, _
ment that produces, on the prem=ses, the materials, supplies, ar
cles, or equipment of the general character of those listed
Item 10, or in the Federal Agency's Supplemental Commodi
List, if attached.
b. Service establishment--means a concern (or person) which owr
operates, or maintains any type of business which is principally e
gaged in the furnishing of nonpersonal services, such as (but n
limited to) repairing, cleaning, redecorating, or rental of persor
property, including the furnishing of necessary repair parts or oth
supplies as part of the services performed.
c. Regular dealer (Type 1)-means a person (or concern) wI
owns, operates, or maintains a store, warehouse, or other estaPlis
ment in which the materials, supplies, articles, or equipment of ti
general character listed in Item 10, or m the Federal Agency's Su
plemental Commodity List, if attached, are bought, kept in stoc
and sold to the Public in the usual course of business.
d. Regular dealer (Type 2)-In the case of supplies of particul
kinds (at present, petroleum, lumber and timber products, machil
tools, raw cotton, green coffee, hay, grain, feed, or straw, agricL
rural liming materials, tea, raw or unmanufactured cotton linte
and used ADPE), Regular dealer means a person (or concernt sat;
fying the requirements of the regulations (Code of Federal Regul
tions, Title 41, 50-201.101(a)(2)) as amended from time to t=m
prescribed by the Secretary of Labor under the Walsh-Heatey Pu
lic Contracts Act (Title 41 U.S. Code 35-45). For coal dealers s,
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 41,50-201.604(a).
• COMMERCE BUSINESS DAI LY-The Commerce Business Daily, published by the Department of Commerce, contains information cot
cerning proposed procurements, sales, and contract awards. For further information concerning this publication, contact your local Con
merce Field Office.
- US GOVERNMENT PFIfNTING OFFICE: 111(15 -_.61-275/2021S
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CHARACTERIZING THE METAL FABRICATION INDUSTRY IN ALABAMA
Mary S. Spann, Ph.D.
College ot_Administrative Science
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Data Collection and Sample Size
Questionnaires were mailed to 520 firms classified as metal fabricators in Alabama by
Standard Industrial Classification codes listed in the Alabama Industrial Directory. Of the 500
questionnaires delivered, 92 were completed for a response rate of 18 percent. This report
summarizes the findings of this study.
Ninety-nine percent of the sample firms are small businesses using the Small Business
Administration's definition of a small business as one with 500 or fewer employees. Additionally,
the majority of these firms are very small businesses with 50 percent having less than 20
employees and another 27 percent with 20 to 50 employees. These size differences are important.
The data demonstrate that the size of the business influences the scope of the marketing effort, the
adoption of technology and plans for the future.
Findings
Markets
Alabama metal fabricators operate almost entirely in the industrial segment of the market
targeting other businesses for 80 percent of the industry's revenues. Fifty percent of industry
revenues come from other businesses within Alabama and an additional 22 percent come from
southeastern states outside Alabama. The smaller fabricators (less than 20 employees) tend to
make fewer sales (22 percent) to large businesses whereas firms with 20-50 employees get 31
percent of their revenues and firms with more than 50 employees get 48 percent of their revenues
from large businesses. Additionally, smaller fabricators rely more heavily on revenues from other
businesses within Alabama (75 percent).
Competition and Other Problems
The sample firms compete on the basis of quality, delivery and service rather than with
specialized products or low cost. General consensus in the industry is that competition is strong
with expectation that it will be somewhat stronger in the future.
Fairly typical for small businesses, Alabama's metal fabricators define dealing with
government regulation as their most serious problem. Finding and retaining qualified workers is
the second largest problem. Financing growth and dealing with technological change are rated as
the least problematic.
Relationships with Suppliers
Mostfirms in the industrvdeveloplong-termrelationshipswith their suppliers.However,
theselong-termrelationshipsappearnot to beasbeneficialasthey shouldbe. Onewouldexpect
thata long-timesupplierwouldbea sourceof ideasfor newproductsaswell asfor improvements
in processesand quality. This is not the case for the sample firms. The fact that firms in the
industry, tend to have numerous suppliers may dilute these potential benefits.
Technology
The majority of the firms report that they are usually to always successful in adopting new
technologies but that cost and education are serious barriers to implementing new technologies.
Computer Numeric Control (CNC) and Computer-Aided Design (CAD) are used by almost half
and Computer-Aided Engineering tCAE) and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) by about
one-third of all the sample firms. Again size makes a big difference in the adoption of these
technologies. Fifty to 80 percent of firms with more than 50 employees use CNC, CAE, CAD
and CAM whereas only 10 to 20 percent of firms with fewer than 20 employees do.
Almost 80 percent of the sample firms reported they emphasis quality products and 74
percent reported that quality is an important source of their competitive advantage, yet quality is
largely assured by inspection. Over 70 percent of these firms inspect for quality. Modem
engineering and management practices for the implementation of quality management are largely
unused in the industry. Only 20 percent of the industry use TQM and 13 percent use SPC. Firms
with more than 50 employees have done more in initlating quality management transitions than
firms with fewer than 20 employees. Almost all of these larger firms have written mission
statements and inhouse programs to communicate their quality values to customers and employees
alike. Almost all firms, regardless of size. collect customer feedback.
Training
Training for experienced workers is generally neglected in the industry with 70 percent of
these firms providing four or fewer hours of training per month. The larger fabricators do not do
significantly more training than small ones. In today's complex work environment, eight hours of
training per month is considered average training for experienced production workers. The vast
majority of Alabama metal fabricators fail to use the services of the state-support training programs
and institutions like Alabama Industrial Development Training (AIDT) and Alabama Center for
Advanced Technology Transfer (ACATI').
Certainly the need for training exists within the metal fabrication industry. With the
emphasis on quality as a major source of competitive advantage, training in quality management is
critical to Alabama's metal fabrication industry. Other training needs, based on the industry's
plans for technology adoption within the next five years, include training in Materials Requirement
Planning (MRP), Engineering Data Management (EDM), CAD, CAM, CAE and linking CAD to
CAM. Cost and education are serious barriers to technology implementation, but Alabama's metal
fabricators have an opportunity to overcome these barriers by utilizing state-supported training
programs.
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NASA Track Record on Free Technical Assistance
During the past four years, the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville
has received more than 100 _nquiries for tree technical assistance from the private sector.
As seen in Figure 1, these requests cover a wide range of technologies. Although MSFC
has capability in all of these areas, when they fail to find the proper expertise in
Huntsville, they call on other NASA centers or the Federal Laboratory Consortium for
additional help. Thus most requests for services are eventually satisfied. This fact may be
seen in Figure 2, a study made at the midpoint of the third quarter of calendar year 1992.
As would be expected, most requests for services during this six-week period were still
open and being worked on. Dropping back to requests received during April-June 1992,
we see that half have been closed by MSFC or referred to other sources. The bar for
January. - March 1992 shows only a small number of requests still being worked on while
most have been closed or referred. There were no open items carried over from 1991.
What this means is that a request for technical assistance to MSFC will most
likely be satisfied by that organization within four months of receipt. This is a good
batting average for a free service that depends on engineers and scientists who answer
requests for assistance on a time-available basis. Also, it should be appreciated that
requests for technical assistance are sharply up in volume over last year. Reflecting this
fact, MSFC has recently contracted with UAH for services of their scientists ad engineers
to help reduce the backlog of work. In turn, UAH is recruiting technical assistance from
TVA, Alabama Power and the Bevill Center to help Alabama industries with technical
problems.
Thus this is now a good time for Alabama industries to seek solutions to their
technical problems from the MSFC/UAH Technology Transfer team. During the past
three months, the apparel manufacturing industry alone has submitted more than 25
requests for assistance involving both hardware and software.
This project is funded in part by the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Technology Utilization Office, Mr. Ismail Akbay, Director and the Alabama Industrial
Development Training (AIDT), Mr. George Howard, Director.
FIGURE i
Inquiries from the private sector cover a range of
technical disciplines at MSFC
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FIGURE 2
Most technical queries from the private sector receive positive
responses from MSFC
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER IN ALABAMA
NASA Technology
The M_shall Space Night Center (MSFC) has developed a technology transfer program to assist Alabama fixms access technologies
trom NASA. Some of the services available are:
NASA Tech Briefs magazine - monthly magazine containing short abstracts describing NASA-developed
technologies (free)
COSMIC software library. - 1,200 software programs developed with NASA funds (small charge for each
program)
Database searches - specialists available to assist firms access over t,000 computerized databases throughout
the world: typical examples of database searches are information on new technologies, patent searches, and
informauon on competitors (small fee for each search)
Technical assistance - technical teams available to assist ftrms with specific problems (free)
c)t spcclai interest to firms such as yours are the MSFC/UAH technical assistance teams that are avmlable to assist firms with
:cchntc:d problems and to access NASA technologies, if you have a specific technical problem, just complete the attached Technical
\s._lstance/Problem Statement form and return it to MSFC.
F()rmore information contact:
Technology Utilization Office, Code AT01
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
(205) 544-2223 Fax (205) 544-3151
AIDT Services
Alabama Industrial Development Training (AID'r) provides comprehensive workforce recruiting and training to manufacturing start-
up firms and to manufacturing firms that are expanding and upgrading their workforce. Some of the services available from AIDT are:
• Seminars on manufactunng technologies
• Demonstrations of manufacturing technologies at one of its three regional centers. AIDT's Alabama Center for
Advanced Technology Transfer (ACATT) in Huntsville has weekly tours every Thursday at 5:00 PM
• Training - in such areas as CAD, CAM, CIM, PLC, TQM, SPC, C, Unix, and Ada
• Technical Assistance - a team of engineers will visit your plant, provide assistance, and help you complete the
problem statement forms
All of the above services are free to qualified firms in Alabama. For more information contact:
Alabama Center for Advanced Technology Transfer (ACATT)
2903 Wall Triana Highway, Suite 1
Huntsville, AL 35824-1537
(205) 461-7550 Fax (205) 461-8153
Contacts
Bernard Schroer, UAH (205) 895-6256
Carl Ziemke, UAH (205) 895-6408
Jeff Sic.a, ACA'I'r (205) 461-7550
Harry Waters, MSFC (205) 544-0553
Roger Black, MSFC (205) 544-1822
This project is funded in part by the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center Technology Utilization Office. Nit. Ismail Akbay, Director
and the Alabama Industrial Development Training (AIDT), Mr. George Howard, Director.
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BY._THE CASE
 OLOGY TRANSFER TO A MAJOR MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRY: CASE STUDY OF A STATE'S APPROACH
NL Carl Ziemke and Bernard J. Schroer
The psper presents the _ate o[ A]abama'8 approach to the tranmeer of tecAnology
to the appax_-manufactar_g indu_zy. The technology-t_er progz-am ha# been
under way for three yem_ T_'s paper s_uma_izea the hig1_'ghta of the pew_nLm,
the approach to t_nsfer_ng technology, and the ]e.csons]earned
the importance of technology transfer to
industrieshas become widely recognized.In some
)f the larger industrialstates,organizations,
inch as the Ohio Technology Transfer Organi-
ration(OTTO), have been formed to serve the
major industriesHowever, in some of the more
poorlyfinanced states,such as Alabama, there
isno such organization designated to provide
needed technology to industries As a conse-
:luence,the state administration in Alabama
provides technology transfer to industrieson a
selectivebasis,using state-universitycontractors
that have an established track record in
technology outreach,both to the general public
a_udto selectedtargetgroups In March 1989,the
authors were named co-principalinvestigators
_n a contract to provide technology transfer to
apparel manufacturers, a major stateindustry
that provided employment to approximately
56,000 people. This was initiallya one-year
contract that has received two one-year exten-
sion_
While working on the technology-transfer
contract, we encountered and shed light on
several questions of general interest to the
technology transfer community:.
• Is itbest to be an able communicator or
M. Carl Ziemke is a research scientist at the University of
Alabama m Huntsville CUAHI He has 42 years of combined
industry and university experience in management and technol-
ogy, with more than 45 publicationin thosefield_
Bermu_ J. _2aro_ is chair of The Industrialand Systems
Engineering Dol_-tmcmt at UAH and a fellowinthe HE Society.
He holds a Phi). in industrial mlgineering from Oklahoma State
University and has just published a book (with Carl Ziemke) on
_ppm'ei-manu.facturing mana_mmnt and technology.
to be highly knowledgeable about the
technology to be transferred?
• Is it practicalto originate technology
while being primarily concerned with
the transfer of that technology?
• Should business-relatedtopics such as
marketing and tax information be in-
cluded with the truly technologicalinfor-
mation being transferred to the clien-
tele?
• Is it beneficialto the targeted clientele
as a whole if a select few receive
technical/businessconsultingservicesfrom
technology-transferagents?
• Are selected members of the targeted
clientelea logicalsource of technology
valuable to most of the other members
of the group?
These issuesare discussedin detailin this
paper. Also discussedisa general methodology
for technology transfer to a major industrial
sector that should have broad application in
similar state-assistancefforta
CHOOSING THE TARGET INDUSTRY
Because Alabama has a diverse industrial base,
the state administration had inadequate funds
for a technology-transfer effort that would
support all major industrial sectora In 1988, the
Alabama Department of Economic and Commu-
nity Affairs (ADECA) began evaluating state
industrial sectors in terms of size, competitive
position, and geographic distribution. Forest
products is the state's largest industrial em-
ployer and iswelldistributedthroughout all67
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countiea However, this industry exhibits steady
growth and is secure from foreign competition
through its huge reserves and local standing
timber.
Next in size is apparel manufacturing,
equally well-distributed but threatened by
global competition. Unlike the forest-products
industry, apparel manufacturing has no perma-
nent state-agency representation and no strong
internal-trade organization to look after its
interesta Therefore, it was chosen for special
state technology-transfer assistance. Technology
transfer represented the most cost_ffective
method to assist an industry that had already
received the maximum possible benefits of state-
tax forgiveness, low-interest industrial bonds,
and related assistance.
This technology-transfer program deviated
from the industrial-development efforts of
previous state administrations that had concen-
trated almost entirely on attracting new indus-
trial plants rather than on supporting existing
plants that were vulnerable to competition. A
whole new industrial-supportstrategy had tobe
deve]oped by the technology-transferteam at
the University of Alabama inHuntsville(UAH).
CHARACTERIZING THE INDUSTRY
The statechose as team leaderstwo experienced
engineer/managers who had long associations
with statetechnical-outreachprograms, some of
which were distinguished by national awards
Because these team leaders did not have
extensiveexperience with apparel manufactur-
ing,the initialeffortson the contract were to
survey and characterizethe industry.
Nation-wide, the industry isnotable for its
diversityin both products and firms Products
includeshoes,belts,gloves,shirts,blouses,hat.s,
dresses,tailoredsuits,sleepwear,trousers,outer-
wear, socks, and hosieryL1) This diversity
complicates the transfer of technology to the
industry.However, the team was able tonarrow
targeted firms in terms of their producta We
firstinvestigateda major segment of Alabama
apparel manufacturing:, knitted socks Several
thousand people in northeast Alabama are
engaged in sock productiorL After visiting
severalplants,we found that the industry was
doing well with 1920s-vintage automatic sock-
knitting machines and had littleincentive to
modernize except where labor supplies were
tight.
Another major apparel-industrysegment in
Figure L F._ht phases of technology transfer and specific
tasksassociatedwith each
Phase I- Select_ industry
& SelectStandard IndustrialChmification
(SIC) codes that co_ to target
industry.
l_ Selectfirms listedin Alabama Imlufcrlal
Directory thac correspond to SIC oodee
Phase I_ Survey target industry
& Prs_m survey mt or qum_mamir_
l_ Mail survey questionnairm to firms.
c Conduct secondmailing of qtmstkmaai_s
one month later.
d. Develop database of respondents, of eliente
Phase HI: Analyze responses to survey
a. Profile firms responding.
b. Identify needs of firms.
c. Prepere reportof survey results
cL Semi fact sh_t summa_g survey results
to clients
Phase IV: Conduct site visits to reatxmding firms
z. Meet with person completing survey
qu_donnaire.
1_ Discuss state's technology-tramfer program.
c. Discusssurvey results
¢L Discuss firm's need._
Identify foUowup on4ite seminars on
selectedtechnologiea
f. Identify te_nicel_aistance lroject and
point-of.contact.
Phase V: Conduct on4ite seminars
a Present seminar to top managem_t on
selected technologiee
b. Identify technologies to be demonstrated.
Identify technical_%-tance project and
pomt,of.conta_
]_hase VI: Demonstrate techndogies
a Firms visit a state center and/or federal
laboratories for demonstration of selected
technologies
h Conduct technicalsc_ions on selected
tochnologie_
Phase VII. Conduct specializedtraining
a Firms attend a state cenm" for specialized
training.
Phase _ Provide technicalassistance
& Establishstateand university t_
b_ Work with firm in solving problemL
c. Prepare report on project.
cL Send fact sheet summarizing projectto
clients
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north Alabama produces disposable garments,
such as hospital gowns, from non-woven fabric_
This is mostly a cottage industry built around
such standard sewing equipment as second-hand
single-needle machines and sergers This indus-
trial segment is not threatened by imports
because of the low cost of production and high-
bulk, low-vMue products that are uneconomical
to ship great distances
We ultimately determined that our major
targeted industrial sector produced sewn prod-
ucts from conventional knitted or woven fabric.
Within this sector, we defined small contractors
_nd subcontractors as the primary groups to be
._ssistecl. The fabric employed in this industrial
_egment moves from the textile manufacturer
to apparel jobbers or manufacturers, both of
whom may use independent contractors or
mbcontractors for production. These two latter
types of firms typically work on fabric owned
md supplied by the jobbers or manufacturers(2)
they provide finishing operations such as stone-
_ashing, pressing, or embroidering. The com-
pleted garments go to apparel wholesalers and
-etailers who determine the volume and type of
_roduction orders
In characterizing the apparel-manufactur-
ng industry, we were struck by the t arge
mmbers of small producers (mostly contractors
md subcontractors_ In 1986, there were 1.1
nillion employees in this industry working for
>.2,525 domestic firms----an average of only 48
:mployees per firm.(3) These numbers can be
nisleading, however. The industry is roughly
livided into two equal part_ One consists of
axge manufacturers, each of whom employs
"rom about 500 to several thousand worker_ The
Jther part includes small contractors and
Table L Problems Common to Apparel Manufacturing
• A general shortage of s_ operators (primarily female
sewing workers)
• The current level workforce is typically unskilled and
diff_-ult to tram
• Lack of nearby vocatim_l training fore_ extensive,
expensive use of in-plant training
• The existing workforce exhibits high rates of turnover and
absenteeism
• The smaller firms (primarily contractors) often have
marketing problems
subcontractors with from three to 300 employ-
ee_ We initially targeted the small firms
because they had raw resources with which to
cope with today's dynamic global apparel
market.
The largerfirms were not targeted because
their experienced,college-trainedmanagers and
engineers might not need or accept assistance
from those new to apparel manufacturing. This
theory proved to be incorrect.We now provide
direct consulting support to the three largest
firms in the state (40% of the apparel-
manufacturing jobs),two of which have started
experiencing financial difficultiesdue to re-
duced ordersfor garments sincewe startedthe
program. We have visitedfiveof their30 plants
at leastonce In contrast,we visitedmore than
40 small apparel plants more than once
(Generally,assistanceto the large firms ismore
technicalthan that given to small ones)
RESULTS OF INDUSTRY SURVEY
While we were characterizing the apparel
manufacturing industry, both nationally and
locally,we were circulatinga three-pagesurvey
instrument among the state apparel-manufac-
turing sector, about 500 firrn_ While only about
10% of those surveyed responded, the data
revealed major problems (Table I) and caused us
to reconsider our basically technical approach to
aiding this industry through technology trans-
fer. After making subsequent plant visits,we
listedthe typicallimitationsof small apparel
firms (Table H).
As can be seen in Tables I and IL many
problems were associatedwith operating these
small apparel-manufacturing firms that were
not primarily technicalin nature Nevertheless,
we found solutionsfor most of them. In this
effort,we were assistedby our state sponsors
(ADECA), who recognized that the primary goal
Table 11 Typical Limitationsof Small Apparel Firms
• Small workforcm (often less than 75 people)
• Often, managers and key employees are not ¢xdlep4dumUd
• Managers may lack knowledge of current technoi_y
• Rarely is marketing done by a full-time expert
• High-productivity machixms are unsuited to small werkforem
• In-plant training is often impractkal or inefficient
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of their technology-transfer contract with us
was to assist a major industrial segment to be
more profitable and competitiv_ Thus we were
permitted to transfer any useful types of
information, including those involving manage-
ment, marketing, and training.
IMPACT OF GLOBAL COMPETITION
Although, as a major apparel producer, Alabama
manufactures considerably more clothing than
it purchases, much of the clothing bought in
Alabama is produced outside of the country.
Thus the state apparel producers operate in a
national and a global market. This is true even
of small state producers who contract with large
jobbers or manufacturers whose home offices
and primary markets are typically out-of-state.
Despite the inroads of foreign production on
the domestic apparel market, US producers still
supply about 5% of American purchases. This
market share has an annual retailvalue of $73-
billionL5,6)Alabama's share of this market is
roughly $4-billiox_Apaprel production is the
lowest-paidmajor manufacturing industry in
the US. Wage levelsaveraged SK,59/hourin 1990,
and are estimated to be littlemore than $7.00/
hour in 1991L7) Yet most foreign apparel
workers make only 10-25% of thishourly wage,
so US plantscannot complete solelyon the basis
of labor cost. Because US workers axe not
necessarilyforced to complete with foreign
workers, only about 50% of the US apparel
market has been lostto foreign producers
The salientcharacteristicof the American
apparel market in the lastdecade was ds'versff,.r.
Styles changed as often as six times per yearLS)
In addition,within each major clothing group
there isnow a very wide range of fabrictypes,
textures,and colorsFormerly plain garments
are being individualizedwith screen printing,
embroidery, appliques,sequins,fancy buttons,
and other add-ons Major consequences of this
revolutionin clothing stylesare much shorter
production runs and style life-cyclesAlso,
sewing tasks tend to be more complex.
Due to the ability of American producers to
adapt quickly to change, these circumstances
favor them over foreign producers This answer
of the domestic US apparel producers to low-cost
TaMe IK Characterimtio_aof QuickResponse
• Delay of ordersto reflect latest consumer pref_
• Fast respmse to Irodueticmre.den
• Ecmomical productim _ small lots
• Greater fle_dbility in product type, style, and fabric
• Minimum in-In'cx:eminventory (WIP)
• Improvedquality assurance (Q/A)
foreign competition isknown as quick response
(QR). This technique recognizes and seeks to
satisfythe needs of the volatile,diverseapparel
market (seeTable ]_)L9,10,11)
The UAH technology-transferteam sought
solutions to the industry-wide problem of
meeting QR requirement_ One of thesesolutions
was our promotion of a more effectivebasic-
production system calledmodular manufactur-
ing (MM). This innovation is a partialsolution
to the general shortage of skilled operators and
the high turnover and absenteeism rates
DEVELOPING CLIENTELE
It might be assumed that when the state
announced the availability of free technical and
busineas assistance to a hard-pressed industry
with over 500 member firms, developing a
sizable clientele would be no problera This
assumption is incorrect because
" Much of the industry consistsof small,
independent, family-owned firnm
• Small Alabama businesses tend to dis-
trust governmental organization_
• Many firms do not believe in intra-
industry cooperatiorL
• Apparel contracting is highly competi-
tive
• Most firms do not belong to trade
associations
Expanding the Survey Base
As indicated earlier,we got a positive
response to our industry survey from about 40
apparel-producing firms It was decided to
arrange plant vi_ts to all of these firms and
almost all of the visits were accomplished within
the first contract year. The authors learned
much about the problems of the industry and
also how individual plants operated.We also
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encountered some useful solutionsto common
problen_ In some cases,the plant managers
referred us to other firms with which they had
good relationsThis allowed us to expand the
originalsurvey base Also useful were referrals
by colleagues in the state-um'versitysystem_
These researchers had their own list of favorite
firms in the industry.
Attending Industry Meetings
Although apparel firms are not major joiners
of apparel-manufacturing associations,many
attend industry meetings such as the annual
Bobbin Show in Atlanta each September. We
attended thisshow in 1989, 1990,and 1991,and
met more firm owners or managers at each visit.
We alsoattended specialtechnicalseminars co-
sponsored by Georgia Tecl_ Through these
meetings, we came to know many of the key
players in the industry,including consultants,
academics, and the trade media These contacts
have proven quite useful in several aspects of
the state technology-transfercontract.
APPROACH TO
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
An eight-phase approach (Figure 1) has been
defined for transferring technology to the
apparel-manufacturing industry in Alabama.
The specifictasksassociatedwith each phase are
outlinedin Figure 1.Itshould be noted that not
all technology-transfer projects have eight
phasesor followthe same sequence ofphases For
example, many projectsnever go beyond the site
visit,Phase IV.On the other hand, many projects
combine Phase IV with the on-siteseminar,
Phase V, and then proceed with a technical-
assistanceproject,Phase VIIL Some technical-
assistanceprojectsbegin when one clientreads
a Fact Sheet about another clientand therefore
start with Phase VIIL The followingare ways
of working through some of the phase_
Fact Sheets
Fact Sheets are an excellent medium to keep
in contact with client_ They are used to:
• Publicizeseminars,workshops, and trade
showa
• Introduce new technologiessuch as modu-
lar-nm_ufacturing systems, quality-im-
provement tools, and use of computer
simulation.
• Summarize results of technical-assis-
tance projectswith clienta
An average of two Fact Sheets are mailed
to over 120 clientsmonthly.
Alabama Apparel Producers Directory
Early in the program it became obvious that
apparel firms,especiallysmall and medium-size
ones,did not communicate with each other.As
a result, it was not uncommon for a firm to go
out of state to locate a contractor when a firm
in the same county was lacking work. To
alleviatethis problem, the Alabama Apparel
Producers Directory was established,and cur-
rently lists88 firms with excess capacity.It is
updated annually and distributedat the Ala-
bama booth at the Bobbin Show. The directory
alsoisadvertised in several trade publications
Seminars
After we surveyed the industry and made
numerous site visits,it became apparent that
many firms had similar problema As a result,
the following seminars were developed:
• Modern apparel-manufacturing systems
with emphasis on modular manufactur-
ing.
• Pre-ernployment screening concepta
• Computer simulation as a tool for
designing and evaluating manufactur-
ing system_
• Human-resource management.
An average of eight seminars are conducted
annually.Many seminars are held at a centrally
locatedapparel firn_Also,a number of seminars
are given only for employees of selectedfirn_
Since the projectteam did not have expertise
on allthese subjects,agreements were made with
severalconsulting firms to assistin presenting
the seminars As an incentive,the consultants
were made aware of the apparel firm's needs and
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ould respond to ther_
Publication in Trade Journals
An interestingfinding was that most of the
:pparelclienteleread the trade journals There-
Ore,the projectteam published articlesin four
_urnalsbetween April 1990 and January 1992.
12,13,14,15)This effort greatly improved the
redibilityof the team and aided in the
cquisitionof new industrialclient_
Technical-Assistance Projects
During the three years of the technology-
ransfer program, a total of 11 technical-
ssistanceprojectswere conducted by the project
A finalreportwas prepared containingthe
e_'ultsof each project.(16)The resultsof the
rojectswere then summarized intoa Fact Sheet
nd distributedto all dents in the databas_
ome of the projectswere
• Evaluation of proposed unit-production
system (UPS)
Camptown Togs, Clanton, AL
• Deign of modular-manufacturing sys-
tem
Kappler USA, Guntersville, AL
• Evaluation of standup modular-manu-
facturing system
Lee Company, Bayou LaBatre, AL
• Design of a simulation-supportenviron-
ment for rapidly modeling manufactur-
ing modules
Vanity Fair, Monroeville,AL
• Re-design of finishing workstation
Andover Togs, Scottsboro, AL
• Benchmarking a cut-and-sew firm
Florence Sportswear, Florence,AL
Four ofthe above technical-assistanceprojects
onsistedof developing simulationmodels of the
'irms' manufacturing processe_ The models
veredeveloped using the conceptualframework
of the simulation-support environment and
simulation macros presented in two NASA Tech
Briefs (17,18)Copies of the computer software
for these Tech Briefs are available from the
NASA Computer Software Management and
Information Center (COSMIC) at the University
of Georgia.
Using Tech Briefs as a foundation, we
developed a general-purpose simulation system
specificallyfor modeling apparel-manufactur-
ing modules This simulator allows an apparel
firm to rapidly model a manufacturing module
without writing a simulation model in a
commercial language such as GPSS/PC, SIMAN,
or WITNES_ Copies of the software and
documentation are available at no cost to
Alabama apparel firms Regional seminars are
held to train firms in the use of the simulator.
Figure 2 is a layout of a typical manufac-
turing module that was modeled with the
apparel simulator. The module consists of 13
stations and five operators All operators are
cross-trained and can work at any station- To
input this module into the simulator, the user
must enter the number of stations, the number
of operators, the number of machines at each
station, and the cycle time for each station The
simulator then automatically construct-_ the
simulation model Finally the model is executed
and animated on the computer screen, and
statistical reports are generated.
Demonstrations
One of the most effective methods of
technologytransferisdemonstration-The project
team took many firms (often at their request)
to other firms in Alabama that had imple-
mented a technology.One of the most requested
demonstrations was the implementation of
modular-manufacturing systema
LESSONS LEARNED
After working with the apparel-manufacturing
industry for three years,we have learned the
following lesson_
• Technology-transfer processes can be
slow,with months of littleor no activity
between many phases
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FigureZ TypicalManufacturingModuleUsingtheApparelSimulator
Garment and operator movement
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13 stations
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Finishedgarments 7
Operator movement when out of work "
• The team needs to be technicallycompe-
tentin order to establishcredibilitywith
clients.
• Publishing technology-transfer results
in trade journals also enhances the
team's credibilityand at the same time
isan excellentmethod of dissemination-
• It is often difficultto determine the
successoftechnology transfer,the results
of one transfer were uncovered six
months later in a trade journal.
• The team needs to maintain continual
contact with clients;one approach is
through monthly Fact Sheet_
• The use of industrialconsultantsis an
excellentapproach in implementing a
technical-assistanceproject.
CONCLUSIONS
The approach used to transfertechnology to the
apparel industry has proven successfuland is
applicable to other large, diverse industrial
sectors,such as electronicmanufacturing and
metal fabrication.These industriesin Alabama,
like apparel manufacturing, consistof many
small firms in the 30-to-300-employee range
Similarly,smaller firms sell primarily to larger
manufacturers, jobbers,or the federal govern-
ment. Our survey of the rnetal-fabn'cationand
electronic-manufacturingindustriesinAlabama
is not complete However, the initialresults
indicate that the use of the same technology-
transfer approach is applicable.
Human nature isthe same in allindustrie_
Plant-management personnel are most im-
pressed by technology-transferagents who are
willingto work with them personally,not just
mail them third-party materials that were
developed for another purpose.However, once a
relationshiphas been established,certaintech-
nology-based materials developed for other
purposes can be useful Currently,upon request,
useful consumer-oriented information is being
provided to 10000 Alabama apparel workers
because their management thought that this
would be a morale-building publicserviceThis
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ituation shows that a technology-transfer
,rogram's success is dependent upon the ability
o adapt quickly to the needs of its clientele.
The information being provided to the state
pparel industry by the program varies from
_igh-tech to low-tech to no-tech because the
rogram continues to follow its state charter of
,_pporting the industry with any and all types
f information and assistanc_ The program is
ow serving 25% of the eligible firms in the state
pparel industry. However, in terms of employ-
es being served, that number has increased to
bout 50%. Yet in none of the three contract
ears have either of the two team members
._rged more than 70% of their time to the
rogram.
In summary, we offer the following conclu-
.OILS:
• The approach, or model, used to transfer
technology to the apparel industry in
Alabama should also apply to other
industrie_ For example, the project team
is currently applying this approach to
the electronics-assembly/manufacturing
industry and the metal-working indus-
try in the state.
* The survey is an excellent method for
initially identifying a cooperative subset
of a targeted industry. Furthemore. this
subset probably contains firms that are
most interested in new technologies and
receptive to change.
• Itisimportant that a successfultechnol-
ogy transferisachieved earlyto givethe
program credibilityand to expand the
number of clienta
° The larger apparel firms have a much
greater interestin new manufacturing
technologiesthan smaller firms, since
most of them have either engineering
departments or technical staff respon-
siblefor evaluating new technologie-_
• The Alabama booth at the annual
Bobbin trade show in Atlanta is benefi-
cial to the apparel firms that partici-
pated in the booth, and, more impor-
tautly,itreflectsthe state'support and
commitment to the apparel industry. The
Alabama Apparel Producers Directoryis
distributed to manufacturers visiting
the booth.
The assistance requested by apparel
firms required that the project team
have a thorough understanding of vari-
ous technologies Much of the assistance
couldnot have been provided without the
engineering and manufacturing back-
ground and experience of the project
tearrL
Thisprojectwas funded in part by the Alabama Department of
Economic and Community Affairs(ADECAk Alabama Industrial
Development Training (AIIYI_ and the NASA Marshall Space
FlightCenter (MSCI_
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MANAGEMENT ;TRATEGIES
A Closer Look
At Modular Manufacturing
And Deming Management
By Bernard J. Schroer
M. Carl Ziemke
University of Alabama, Huntsville
oday, almost all U.S. managershave heard something about Dr.
W. Edwards Deming and his
unique approach to a theory of manage-
ment for improving quality, productivity
and a company's competitive position.
This theory of management has been a
major factor in the competitive advantage
demonstrated by Japan over the United
States in several key industries. The
Deming concept is usually cited with
respect to such high-tech industries as
camera manufactutJng, digital electron-
ics production and the manufacturing of
advanced antomotive products, but often
forgotten is the fact that textile and ap-
parel manufacaming were among the fast
major industries revived in postwar Ja-
pan. These industries have benefited di-
reedy from the u"Rlizadon of Deming's
principles. One manifestation of these
principles was the developmem of modu-
lar manufaetmSng in Japanese apparel
production, as well as in other resurgent
Japanese industrial sectors.
The Doming theory for management
applies to small organizations as well as
large companies and to the service sector
as well as the industrial sector. Currently,
Deming's principles are being studied for
possible implementation in many of
America's major manufacnnSng indus-
tries. Of special interest is the application
ofDeming's theory of management to the
apparel industry. Interestingly, many of
the concepts of modu_ manufaetming
closely e(arespond to the Deming's theory
of management.
As part of a contract with the stare of
Alabama that has been ongoing since
March 1989, the authors engaged in the
process of u-ansferdng information on
modern managenmm and technology to
_q_pm'elm_mPa:mm's and comracto_ in
Alabama. During this period, 34 firms
were visited, and managers from four
firms employing modular manufacturing
were met with while two of the plant sites
were visited to analyze this process first-
hand. These two firms were H.D. lee in
Bayou La Batre and Sandra Sportswear in
Anniston, Ala. Consequendy, the basic
Deming principles can be compared with
those of the modular manufacnn_g pro-
cess. Given the impressive success of the
many Japanese industries that have
adopted the Doming principles, these
similarities can be considered to be a
strong recommendation for the adoption
of modular manufacturing.
Deming's 14 points
Some of the rea_ns that have hin-
dered the implementation of Deming's
management principles:
• Short-sightedness in planning for
the future;
• Failure to adequately evaluate ex-
ternal forces such as competition, shifts in
markets and the introduction of new
technologies;
• Focus on short-term profits;
• No consistent long-range focus that
does not change over time; and
• Turnoverof management.
Unformnamly, many personswho
have heard of Deming's work are only
aware of a few aspects such as statistical
quality control and quality circles. Deming
calls foran almost completerevision of
manageag'nt thinkingand operations from
top to botto_ as idmatified from Deming' s
14 points (Figure 1).
The apparel manufacttaSng industry
inthe United States is generallymanaged
along conservative arid conventional li_s.
Therefore, Dcming's 14 point approach
for improving management may seem
revolutionary in the context of apparel
manufactming. However, it is worthwhile
to compare the Deming principles with
the growing trend toward modular manu-
facturingof apparel.
Modular manufacturing
Modular manufaenaing has been
defined as a process rather than a pre-
scribed set of rules of operation. The
The 14 Points Of The Deming Approach
1. Create constancy of purpose of improvement of product and service.
2. Adopt rmw l_ilosol_.
3. Cease dependence on inspection to achieve quality.
4. End practice of awarding business on basis of prke tag alone:
5. Improve constantly and forever every process for planning, production and
servk_.
6. Institute training on the job.
7'. Adopt and institute leadership.
8. Drive out fear.
.._9.._Breakdown_barxie.rsbetween.staff areas_. ._ ......................
10. Eliminate slogans, exhortations, and targets for worldorce.
11. Eliminate nmnerk:ai quotasfor workforce and numerical goals for management.
12. Remove barriers that mb people of pride of wodoTmnship. Eliminate annual
rating or rner# system.
13. Institute a vigorous program of education and self-improvement for everyone.
14. Put everybody incompany to work to accomplish transformation.
." ..... -. _:_ -: . _ :.-_-:--:::.-=:-- .': .....
ir_tlre ,I ...... ........
Augu_ mmm'u_l F.ngm_j
AmericanApparel
Manufacturers Asso-
ciadon (AJMVIA) has
defined modular
manufacturing as "a
contained, manage-
able work unit of five
to 17 people perform-
hag a measurable task.
The operators are in-
terchangeable among
tasks within the group
to the extent practical,
and incentive com-
pensation is based
upontheteam'soutput
of first quality prod-
UCts,"
The modular ap-
proach is rather new
to U.S. apparel pro- Figure 2
duction, although it
has been in use in Japan s apparel indus-
try for decades, as well as in Sweden,
where it is principally applied to automo-
bile assembly. Like the Deming approach,
modular manufacturing represents a ma-
jor break with conventional authoritative
top-down management as exemplified by
Douglas McGregor's Theory X manage-
ment style. McGregor also described a
Theory Y style of management in which
management's interaction is more con-
sultative and worker participation is en-
Principles Of Modular Manufacturing
• Production employees am formed into well integrated
work groups of 5-30 persons.
• Modular groups choose a natural leader who is their
principal interface with next level of supervision.
• Modular groups are given considerable latitude in
performing specific work tasks and in machine and work
assignment_
• Most inspections are done within modular group which
corrects most sewing errors.
• Groups have weekly meetings on company time and
have access to top management when required.
•Modular group is paid fixed salary, sometimes aug-
mented by production bonuses.
• Group members are credited only with defect-free
production.
• In general groups are configured to complete specific
type of garment.
couraged. One positive result of this alp
proaeh is job enrichment or improved
quality of work life. These concepts
undergird the specifics of modular manu-
facturing (Figure 2).
A number of apparel firms have
implemented or are experimenting with
modular manufacturing. A recent article
in Apparel Industry. rnaga_ described
the experiences of five companies with
modular manufaClxmng: Lee Apparel Co.,
The Arrow Co., Jaymar-Ruby Group.
Operational Characteristics
• All work is done in lots of 36 garments.
• ff an operator has started a lot, she is not interrupted until lot is finished. The
exception to this rule is for operators 8,10 and 14. These operators, who are
assigned to assembly operations may interrupt lot being worked on, priorto
completion. These three operators are aLsocapable of performing subassem-
bly, or part operations, as those parts are required. Parts operations however,
will not be interrupted untilcompletion. When parts lot is completed, the
operator will return to complete interrupted assembly operation.
• Two utility operators can perform any operations 2,3,9,11,12 or 13. However,
cycle time to perform these operations is 80 percent of standard.
• Module makes only one garment type.
• All operators at a station can perform task at same cycle times, wilh exception
of utility operators.
• If an operator has to select between two stations, she will select station that
has most completed lot waiting in buffer. This is lot that has completed most
oPe ons.
• First portion of operation 14, altach leather patch, is done in lots of 36, before
lot is trimmed, which is the second opinionof operation 14. Consequently, if
operator 19 at operation 15 is out of work, she will assist in second opinion of
operation 14 and complete loL After lot has been completed, operator 19 will
then perform operation 15 on lot. ...................................
• Operators 2 and 22 only work four houm a clay.
- Operator 20 at oper_on 16 will also assist at operation 17 by completing
another lot, when buffer at operation 18 is empty and buffer at operation 17 is
notempty.
• Buffer space exists between each operation.
Rgure 3
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Woolrich and Jostens Graduation.
Figure 4 is a schematic of one of the
modular manufacua-ing modules at the
H.D. Lee plant in Bayou La Batre, Ala.
The module consists of 22 standard op-
erators, two utility operators, 26 assembly
stalions and six subassembly stations. The
plant manufacuacs denim jeans and has
been opem_g four modules since 1986,
with each module averaging 1,100 pairs
of jeans a day. To fully explain the actual
opm'ation of the module and to observe
the influences of modular manufacumng
within the module, a list of operational
characteristicss alsogiveninFigure3.
A photograph (page 58) of the H.D.
plant that still operates using the
standardprogressivebundle method of
apparel manufacmmag. Operators are at
every machine, with the machines ar-
ranged in a line with large amounts of
partiallyscwn garments accumulaRng
betw_n the machines. Contrastthis
method of manufacumng with the modu-
lar manufacturing at the H.D. Lee plant.
This module features spare machines and
a minimum accumulation of work in
progress. (See page 58.)
Deming vs. Modular Mfg.
Despite the wide application of
Deming's principles within several major
Japanese manufacua_g industries, he
does not limit the use of his concept to
manufactm'ing alone, much less modular
manufacumng. Nevertheless, when Fig-
ures I and 2 are compared, some striking
points of similarity arc seen. In the corn-
pany Izaining sessions that are almost
always re,quired to form a new modular
manufacumng work group,virtuallyall
of the Deming 14 points with the excep-
tion of 4, 9 and l0, are cov_i in some
form. Also, a major feature of the weekly
meetings of the modul_ manufactming
groupsisqualityimprovement.Tnus, these
AUtO.st_ rmg_ag
OF POOK QDAi.iTY
Progressive bundle method of apparel manufacturing
Modular method of apparel manufacturing
groupscan be saidtocomprisequality
circles.
Ina recentarticle,M. Fralixstated
thata shrinking,more highlyeducated
laborforceand demographic changes,
suchasanagingpopulation,coupledwith
changingcustomerneedsand theworld
economy necessitatechangesintheap-
parelindustry.This statementdirecdy
addresses Dcming's point 2.
Point 4 is not normally a matter of
module group discussion. However, many
apparel manufacturers are awarding
contracts to fabric suppliers based on
quality rather than price. With respect to
point 9, institution of modular manufac-
turing has not necessarily resulted in the
breakdown ofbarriersbetween staffar-
eas,althoughthe Doming concept of total
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work force commitment to plant perfor-
rnance is very beneficial. As for point 10,
some plants have found it desirable to
constantly post updated modular manu-
factm'ing group performance records as
useful information to the work group.
However, rarely do specific goals or tar-
gets accompany these figures.
Itis interesting to cousider Doming' s
point 3 in the context of modular manu-
facturing. To cease dependence on in-
spection to achieve quality does not mean
abandonment of 100 percent finalinspec-
tion. Under conventional apparel produc-
tion, formal inspection is done by persons
other than production workers and often
occurs days or even wee.ks after the gar-
ment was sewn. Given that there is about
15 percent error rate in garment produc-
tion, it is obvious that a sizeable portion of
these defective garments must inevitably
slip by 100 percent final inspection. The
Dcming philosophy is to strive to elimi-
ham errors in the first place. The modular
manufacturing system does this by mak-
ing module members primarily respon-
sible for error detection and correction.
For example, an error due primarily to
machine adjustment is caught quickly
and the problem is promptly corrected. At
H.D. Lee, the modular manufacturing
approach reduced initial garment defects
from 15 to three percent. Thus, in some
eases, the output of modular manufactur-
ing groups may receive only audit type
inspection.
In an apparel module, the group
generally selects its own leader. Also,
many modules settheir own hours,keep
theirown timecards,approveleaveand
evenselectwho shouldbelaidoff.Isthis
notadoptinga new philosophyand driv-
ingoutfear(Deming'spoints2and8)?As
a result, apparel firms that have imple-
mented modular manufacturing have re-
ported significant reductions in employee
turnover and absenteeism. For example,
the annual employee remover at H.D. Lee
was reduced from 20 to 11 percent. An
even greater reduction in absenteeism
was observed at H.D. Lee.
As indicated by Figure 2, the overall
efficiency of a module should continually
increase (Deming's point 5). This is true
because it is in the best interest of the
employee in the module to improve the
process, increase production and improve
quality. The resulting benefits to the em-
ployees are a shorter work week, a higher
hourly rate, and more job satisfaction. In
addition, work inprocess(WIP) isgreatly
reduced. For example, at H.D. Lee, WIP
was reduced from a period of one week to
one day.
Modular rnanufactmng requires ex-
tensive and continuousemployee train-
ing, which is consistent with Deming's
points 6 and 13. Employees in a module
must be cross trained on multiple ma-
chines. For a module to function, employ-
ees must be trained in communication
skills and the module leader must have
some basic management skills. This nec-
essary training also points to several
negatives for modular manufacturing.
First, multiple backup machines are
needed in a module, and, second, em-
ployee training is expensive.
Conclusions
In sunanm31, it has been shown that
the specific practices within moddar
manufacturing in apparel production are
genre'ally SUplXated by Deming's man-
ageaxt_t l:Winciples and vice versa. This
fact is certainly a boost for the choice of
modular manufacturing over the other
methods available to apparel production.
Whereas wholesale adoption ofDeming' s
14 points for the modular groups has been
accepted by ntmae_us firms and appears
to be successful, the same cannot yet be
said of operations within company man-
agement. At theselevels,itisa major
deviationfrom longestablishedpolicyto
eliminatenumericalgoalsand thusthe
annual rating or merit system (Deming's
points 11 and 12). In this investigation of
the adoption of modular manufacturing in
apparel manufacturing, the adoption of
these points at the management compen-
sation level have yet to be seen. However,
recent U.S. studies have shown that a
combination of numerical goals and in-
centive studies has often proven to be
counterproductive, just as Deming has
claimed. In Japan, company loyalty is
much more a matter of tradition and pride
than is currently the case in the United
States, where few executives lose face by
chan_ng employers.
A final confirmation of the basic
validity of many of the features ofboththe
Deming principles and modular manu-
facturing is resident in the work of many
U.S. management theorists such as Dou-
glas McGregor. Since the end of World
War II, these theorists have pointed out
the need toabandon thestrictlyauthori-
tarian management stylesprevalentin
U.S.manufacuaingindustriesandinstead
adopt practices that cause workers at all
levels to internalize company goals and
objectives. One aspect of this approach is
job enrichment, which often takes the
form of providiag the production worker
with greater control over the work and
also with the opporttmity for a change in
work assignments to avoid boredom. In-
terestingly, this last work aspect has been
suggested as a means to help avoid the
damaging effects of carpal tunnel syn-
drome. Possibly the two features of the
Deming concept most emphasized in
modular manufacamng are job enrich-
ment and quatity assurance.
When modular manufacturing is
compared withitschiefrivalm unitpro-
ductionsystems_ forquick response,
modular manufacturing has a definite
advantageinthe area ofjob enrichment,
which is inherent in several of Deming's
14 points. Thus, it can be said that modu-
lar manufacturing is supported both by
Deming's principles and the basic phi-
losophies of many other leading experts
in management.
This research was funded in part by
contracts.from the Alabama Deparanem
of Economic Affairs and the Appalachian
Regional Commission.
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Manufacturing's
New Crystal Ball
Using simulation can provide inexpensive insurance against
costly mistakes.
by Bernard Schroer
HERE IS increasing interestin using computer simulation for
modeling modern apparel man-
ufacturing systems. Because simula-
tion can increase productivity, improve
quality and, at the same time, reduce
costs, it is a technology that can
improve an apparel company's com-
petitive edge, not only in domestic
markets, but also in international
ones.
Computer simulation facili-
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tates rapid evaluation of various
manufacturing alternatives and
strategies. It allows for studying these
alternatives and strategies in a con-
trolled environment by varying only
selected parameters. Furthermore,
simulation is becoming widely
accepted by management as inex-
pensive insurance against costly
mistakes. In the apparel industry,
there is a continual effort to improve
the process, minimize system vari-
ability, improve
quality and re-
duce cost. Simu-
lation provides an
approach to sup-
port this effort.
What is
Computer
Simulation?
Simulation can
be defined as
studying essence
without reality. It
consists of devel-
oping a represen-
tation (or model)
of a real-world
process or system,
and then experi-
menting with the
model to study the
operation of the
system over time.
Models of very
simple systems
often can be solved
mathematically.
However, most
models of complex,
real-world systems cannot, and instead
must be solved using simulation. In
these instances, a computer model
of the system is developed. The com-
puter model is generally written or
programmed using commercially
available simulation software that
runs on a personal computer (PC).
With simulation, it is possible to
manipulate the model rather than
the real-world system. In an apparel
environment, such real-world manip-
ulation is often too expensive and
impractical, opening opportunity
for the use of simulation.
The following outlines uses for
simulation in a manufacturing envi-
ronment:
• understanding the operational
behavior of a system;
• conceptualization of various
system configurations and the com-
parison of these configurations or
alternatives with the existing real-
world system;
• analyzing the behavior of the
real-world system in a controlled
environment by selectively varying
parameters;
• predicting the impact of var-
ious changes to the system; and
• studying various proposals dur-
ing the system design stage, before
actually purchasing equipment or
starting construction.
Steps in Using
Simulation
Figure 1 outlines the steps in a
computer simulation. First, the user
must define the manufacturing sys-
tem (problem). Quite often, this first
step is the most difficult, but the
most beneficial to management.
Next, the user develops a model
of the manufacturing system. For
example, the model can be in the
form of one of the following: a process
flow diagram of garments within
the manufacturing system, the steps
in sewing a garment, the process-
ing of an order through various
departments or the operations in
the cutting room. During this sec-
ond step, the user also begins col-
MANUFACTURING: SIMULATION
TABLE 1
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
SIMULATION SOFTWARE
I
SOFTWARECATEGORY ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
General vAbility to model in detail complex vThorough knowlaclgeof
Purpose system charaactedstics simulation language required
Simulation TGond set of diagnostics vLong time neededto write
Languages and debug model
vGeneraliy, user must
program animation
i
Simulators vEasy to use vDomain specific
vReduced dsyeicpment lime vUser may not be able to
vMinimum user training model unique system
_n_relaed productivity characledslics
vBuill-in imimelion vRequires large PCs
Front-Ends veiny to ux vVery donuin specific
vReduceci dsvolopmeM time vUser my not be able to
vRapid pro_ypin 9 model unique system
_nckJdsS custom statistical characteristics
_.du_, knoWHWof
simul_onhmguage
_?,ontinuousdocumontiCion
_,lncms.s uuro ixod_tivi_
ecting the necessary data for the
aodel. Typical examples of the data
leeded for a simulation model of an
pparel system are process times,
istr_utiontypes,bundle sizes,num-
er ofoperators,number and types
fmachines, operator efficiencies
nd operatormovement rulesbetween
rations.
The thirdstepistodevelopa com-
utersimulationmodel ofthe man-
facturingprocess.The simulation
lodelis generally written using
_mmercially availablesimulation
0ftware.Most commonly used sim-
lationsoftwarehas been portedto
_s. Moreover,much ofthe soilware
as elaborategraphics and anima-
ioncapabilities.
The fourth step isto verifythat
he simulation model, or code, is
orrect.A number of techniques
xistfor verifying codes, such as
unning the model with no distri-
utions,running only one transac-
tion through the model and testing
each logic branch separately.
It is then necessary to validate
that the model does in fact accu-
rately represent the real-world prob-
lem, or manufacturing system. For
example, the model outputs, such
as daily production, work-in-process
and operator utilization, are com-
pared with the actual system. The
last step is experimentation with
the model. Here, various system
alternatives can be simulated and
compared to the baseline run.
Simulation
Software
Simulationsoftware
can be divided into
three categories:gen-
eralpurpose simula-
tion languages, sim-
ulatorsand front_ends.
Generalpurposesim-
ulationlanguages are
very similar to conventional pro-
gramming languages. A user writes
a model using the statements, or
blocks, of the simulation language.
Several common simulation lan-
guages are GPSS/PC, SLAM, SIMAN
and SIMSCRPT.
A simulator is a computer system
that permits a user to model a spe-
cific class of problems with almost
no programming. An example of a
simulator is WITNESS, a visual,
interactive tool designed specifically
for manufacturing problems. With
WITNESS, the user does not have
to program in a language. Instead,
the modeling process is object ori-
ented and consists of the following
phases: define, detail and display.
In the define phase, the user cre-
ates and names each of the physical
elements in the model. For exam-
ple, some of the elements are machine
and buffer. Associated with each ele-
ment is a set of user defined attri-
butes, or characteristics, which is
entered in the detail phase. In the
display phase, the user places each
of the physical elements on the screen.
WITNESS has a library of prede-
fined icons for the physical elements,
which can be modified or added to
by the user. In the detail phase, the
user responds to a series of ques-
tions for each physical element.
Lastly, the model logic is defined in
the form of IF-THEN-ELSE rules.
Front-ends are interface programs
that operate between the user and a
general purpose simulation language.
Front-ends also have been developed
for simulators. They are domain spe-
cific and generally consist of a user
interface program and an automatic
code generator pro-
gram. The user inter-
face program assists
the user in ck_"cmingthe
problem through the
development of a prob-
lem specification file.
This file is then input
to an automatic code
generator program that
creates the program
Simulation
can be defined as
studying essence
without reality.
codeinthetargetsimu-
lationlanguage.
Currently,there are
veryfew commercially
available fi_nt_end_ [TC_
has developed a front-
end systemformodeling
modular apparelmanu-
facturingsystems.This
Front-end generates
3IMAN simulation code.
_er front-ends within
;he apparel domain
nclude a modular man-
lfacturing system with
fll operators standing and a modular
nanufact_xing system with operators
,itting and standing. Both, which were
|eveloped by researchers at the Uni-
versity of Alabama in Huntsville, gen-
erate WITNESS simulation code.
Tableisummarizes theadvantages
md disadvantagesofeach simulation
oftware category.Simulation lan-
_ages are stillthe most frequently
Lsedofthe threecategories.However,
imulators are gaining acceptance
_causeoftheirbuilt-ingraphicsand
nimation features.Front-end sys-
erosarejustbeginningtogainaccep-
race and combine the features of beth
imulation languages and simulators.
The utilization of
a simuhtlion model
without a thorough
understanding of its
operation and
limitations may
yield invalid results
and erroneous
conclusions.
:ritical Issues
•littleknowledge isdangerous"isa
._estatementin simulation.
Computer simulation programs,
•bileofferingrapidevaluationofman-
facturiz_ alternatives, generate reams
nd reams of output. Without a thor-
,_gh understanding of a simulation
mdel's operation and its limitations,
le user may draw erroneous con-
usions or receive invalid results from
_e model.
Several critical simulation issues
._luiring observation by the user are:
• Model verification and valida-
tion;
• starting and stepping conditions;
• system steady state analysis; and
• output analysis.
An overview of these issues will
ssist you in developing a functional
mulation model for use in an apparel
manufacturing envi-
ronment.
Model
Verification
and Validation
One of the most
importantand difficult
tasks in simulation
istheverificationa d
validation of the
simulation model.
Commonly addressed
questionsduringver-
ificationare:
1. Is the model represented correctly
in the simulation code?
2. Are the input parameters and
logic structure of the model correctly
represented in the simulation code?
Commonly used model verification
methods include:
• Using the trace feature in the sim-
ulation software to trace a transaction
through each model segment.
• Replacing all distributions with
mean values only.
• Turning on the built-in anima-
tion features, which are valuable in
observing abnormalities during model
execution, such as large work-in-process
(WIP) buildup, resources (i.e., machines
and operatorsnotbeingutilized)and
transactionsmoving through vari-
ous model segments.
• Running a single
transactionthrough
themodeland observ-
ingitspath,comput-
ing the time the 7
transactionwas inthe
system,and thencorn- s
paringtheresultswith
theactualrealworld s
data. 4Model validation ,,,
consistsofdetermin- ==
ingifthemodel isan ,._ 3
accurate represen- = 2
tationoftherealworld
system. Validation is 1
usually achieved
through an interac-
tive process of com-
paring the model's
behaviortotheactualsystem'sbehav-
ior.Typically,the validationprocess
incorporatesa seriesofdiscussions
between the plant manager, manu-
facturingengineer and the model devel-
oper.
The result of each discussion pro-
vides greater insight into the actual
operation of the system, a sharper def-
inition of the system'soperationalchar-
acteristicsand a model that closely
representsthe actualsystem.
Commonly used model validation
methods are as follows:
• Remove allmodel variation;replace
with mean values;run a transaction
throughthemodel;and compare trans-
actiontime inthe system with actual
data.
• Sitdown withtheplantmanager
and manufacturing engineerand run
themodel withtheanimationfeatures
on.Often,plantpersonnelnoticeabnor-
malitiesin the model executionnot
apparent tothe modeler.
Starting and Stopping
Conditions
The time required to obtain the prab-
ability distribution depends on the sys-
tem's starting conditions. Three
approaches used in starting a simu-
lation model are:
• Start the system empty and idle;
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• Set the starting conditions as
'.lose to steady state mode as possi-
de; and
• Set the starting conditions as
:lose to the steady state mean as pos-
:ible.
The first approach is most com-
nonly used in apparel manufactur-
ng systems because of its simplicity.
Jsing this method, all queues (buffers)
tart empty and facilities (machines)
tart idle. A simulation can be ter-
ninated by stopping the creation of
few events and then allowing the sys-
em to return to an empty and idle
tato. It is important to note that includ-
ng the measurements collected alter
erminating new events also intro-
[ucesa bias which can be serious, espe-
ially if the total run time is short.
Two approaches commonly used in
Lpparel manufacturing models to deter-
nine stopping conditions are to stop
he system after a given amount of
_roduction and to stop the system after
t given time (i.e., aider an eight-hour
_hift). By using either of these
_pproaches, no limit is placed on the
mmber of transactions, or garments,
;ntering the system. Therefore, at the
_mpletion of the simulation, garments
ire still in the system and machines
ire still being utilized.
System
Steady State
Analysis
Generally, there
is no single point
during the execu-
tion of the simu-
lation model be-
yond which the
systemisinsteady
state(i.e.,equilib-
rium).Therefore,
thereisaproblem
infindingthepoint
beyond which the
modeleriswilling
toneglectheerror
made by consider-
ingthe system in
equilibrium.
One common
approach in deter-
mining equilibrium in apparel manu-
facturing systems is to execute the
model fora longenough periodof time
to ensure the system'sperformance
doesnot depend on the startingcon-
ditionofthemodel.Thisisoftendone
when the model and running times
areboth small.
However, inmost situations,the
errorresultingfrom the initialcon-
ditionsmust be taken intoconsider-
ation.Severalapproacheshave been
studiedtodeterminethe truncation
pointbeyond which the system isin
steady stateand
_ datacan
be collected,includ-
ing time series
analysis,queuing
theorymodelsand
3OO
heuristicrulesof
t&J
thumb.
The resultsfrom _
time series analy- u_ 200
sisand queuing __.
theoryare rigor-
ous and precise; =
however, the re- _m 100
suits have rather
limited apphcabil- _
ity. On the other
hand, many of the
heuristic rules
have much broader applicability, but
are not precisely mathematically for-
mulated. Several heuristic rules to
estimate system steady state are as
follows: Conway rule; modified Con-
way rule; crossing of the mean rule;
cumulative means rule; and deletion
rule.
Here, we briefly will look at the Con-
way rule. It consists of ignoring all
observations of a response variable
until the first observation is neither
the maximum nor the minimum of the
remaining observations.
For example, Figure 2 is a plot of
10 batch means with each batch hav-
ing a sample size of 25 observations.
These batches are obtained by run-
ning the simulation model for a time
period sufficient to complete 25 gar-
ments for each batch. The response
variable, such as production per hour,
is then measured. The model contin-
ues to run, and the response vari-
able is measured after the completion
of each set of 25 garments. Applying
the Conway rule, the fifth batch mean
is neither the maximum nor the min-
imum of the remaining five means.
Therefore, it is assumedthat the sys-
tem required four batches,or 100 obser-
vations, to reach steady state.
Output Analysis
There are several commonly used
techniques to analyze the output from
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simulation.
The first run of the simulation model
; to validate that the model approx-
hates the real world system as closely
s possible. This simulation run is
lT,en called the baseline run. This base-
ne run gives output statistics such
_: machine utilization, operator uti-
zation, work-in-process (WIP) in front
f various stations, production, pro-
uction per operator and the time a
arment is in the system.
These baseline statistics often iden-
_ potential abnormalities or prob-
.ms in the system. For example, at
he end of a simulation, if the WIP
frontofa stationisalsothe maxi-
mm WIP duringthesimulation,then
hesystemisprobablyunstable.That
3,the queue length iscontinually
acreasingand thequeue isapproach-
lg an infinite queue. As a result, other
arameters will also continually
_crease, such as the time in the sys-
em or the time to produce a garment.
The baseline statis-
tics can also identify
low operator and
machine utilizations,
excessive WIP, low
daily production and
system bottlenecks.
Graphical
Analysis
An analysis of the
statistics from the
baseline run should
result in the identifi-
cation of several para-
meters that could be
changed in further
simulation run_ One
approach in evaluat-
ing the effect of these
parameters on the sy_
tem is te only vary one
parameter at a time,
and then compare the
system's results as
a func_on of this para-
.w_ meter.
O For example, Fig-
ure 3 gives the simu-
lation results for the
baseline run of a modular manufac-
turing system and four alternative
runs. The data suggest that a signif-
icant increase in production was
achieved with alternative A, and a
lesser increase was achieved with the
other alternatives (when compared to
alternative A). Figure 4 gives the cor-
responding average WIP in the sys-
ten_ Alternative A produced a significant
reduction in WIP, while the other alter-
natives realized lesser WIP reductions.
Rather than relying entirely on the
absolute simulation output statistics,
it is often more advantageous to com-
pare the relative differences between
various alternatives. Here, the per-
centage change, either positive or neg-
ative, is compared to the baseline run.
For example, Figure 5 is a plot of
the relative differences in produc-
tion and WIP as compared with the
baseline run. It can be seen that alter-
native A increased production 20.3%
over the baseline, and alternative B
increased production 24.6% over the
baseline. On the other hand, alter-
native A decreased WlP 33.3% and
alternativeB decreasedWIP 38.1%.
Alternates C and D alsoshowan in-
crease in production and a decrease in
WIP. However, these changes are not as
great relativelywhen compared to alter.
nativeB.On theother hand, alternative
B shows a much greater percent change
compared'to the baseline run.
In summary, additionalanalysis
shouldbe made ofalternativeA con-
cerningitsimpact on the system,the
requirementstoimplement thisalter-
nativeand itscosteffectiveness.
Statistical Analysis
Machine (or operator) utilization
and productionratesaretwo standard
simulationoutputs.The questionwith
regardtotheseresultsis:W/hat con-
fidencedo we have in these simula-
tionresults?"In other words, what
is the confidence interval for machine
utilization and production rate?
Additionalaccuracycanbe achieved
by increasingthe run lengthofeach
replication or the number ofrepEeationa
For example, doubling the accuracy
requires quadrupling the sample size or
number of replioation_ An often over-
looked question is how large of a sam-
ple is needed to have some level of
confidence in the simulation statistics.
For instance, assume you intend to
estimate the average daily production
to plus or minus five garments per day
with a 95% level of confidence. How
large of a sample or number of repli-
catic_.s is needed to satisfy this require-
ment? Standard statistical techniques
can provide the answers to these ques-
tions. And whilestatisticsi toobroad
a topictodiscusshere,otherresources,
such as DiscreteEvent System Simu-
/at/on,a book by Banks and Carson,
canbe valuabletoolsinfurtheringyour
effortstoachievereliableresults.
Analysis of a Model
Simulation models provide the apparel
industryamethod ofevaluatingtoday's
complex manufacturing alternatives,
such as unit production systems and
MANUFACTURING: SIMULATION ,
modules.
Once equipped with a good under-
standing of simulation soRware and its
capabilities, you are ready to undertake
the design of a computer model for the
apparel manufacturing environment.
But before you make the decision to pur-
sue simulation, the examination of an
apparelman_ simulation model
will help you bettor understand what
is involved. A model using GPSS/PC
simulation language is used herein to
illustrate the development process.
Figure 6 is a process flow diagram of
a modular manufacturing system. The
operational characteristics of the hypo-
thetical module are as follows:
Seven machines and seven opera-
tors with an operator fixed at each
machine.
All work is done in lots of 12 gar-
ments.
tOperatorefficiencyis100%.
l) Unlimited space is available in front
_f each machine for work-in-precess.
t There is no machine breakdown.
An unlimited amount of cut parts
is available in front of machine one.
I) Cycle times are normally distrib-
uted with the standard deviation equal
10% of the means.
Figure 7 is a listing of the GPSS/PC
model for the apparel module in Figure
5. The simulation model is started in
_e empty and idle states. That is, all
rafters are empty and all machines idle
It simulation time 0.0. The model is nm
br a simulated time of 800 seconds to
_.ach steady state. The statistical out-
mrs are then reset and the model con-
;inues to run for an additional 4,000
_econds.
The machinesinFigure7arelabeled
_A1, STA2&.. STA4, and thequeues,
)rbuffers, before each station are labeled
dmilarly STA1, STA2, STA3 and STA4.
Blocks 80-110 of the model allow a
_art to enter the module whenever
:hequeue STA1 beforestationSTAI is
_mpty.Block 110willsplita duplicate
transactionand send ittothe queue
)locklabeledBEGIN when the logic
_vitch,SWTFCH1, isresetatblock180.
With thislogic,thereare always cut
parts in the first buffer waiting to enter
the module. The simulation of many
parts at each station is modeled by
the following GPSS/PC blocks: QUEUE,
SEIZE, DEPART, ADVANCE and
RELEASE.
The QUEUE and DEPART blocks
collecthe queue statistics,whilethe
SEIZE and RELEASE blockssimulate
agarment occupyinga machine.The
ADVANCE blockindicatostheamount
oftime to perform the operationon
thegarment.
For example,theGPSS/PC equation
forthecycletimeatstationSTA1 is:
VSTIME1 = 20 + FN$SNORM#2
Thisexpressionequates:
cycle time at station STA1 =
mean of 20 seconds +
(z value from standard normal
distribution • standard
deviation of 2 seconds)
The z value varies between -5.0 and
+5.0 following the standard normal
cumulative distribution given in block
10. For example, a random number of
0.5 will give a z value of 0.0. There-
fore, the cycle time will be:
VSTIMEI = 20 seconds +
(0.0 • 2 seconds) = 20 seconds
The followingGPSS/PC statements
areused toexecutethemodel:
) CLEAR; 580 ADVANCE 800;
START 1,NP; RESET; 570 GENER-
ATE ,,1;580ADVANCE 4000;START.
The firststartisusedtorunthemodel
for800 secondstoreach eqm'librium.
The NP option in the first start state-
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GPSS/PC Model for Sample Problem
10 SNORM FUNCTION RN1,C25
0, -5/.00003. -4/.00135, -3/.00621, -2-5/.02275, -2
.06681, -1.5Ll150"/, -1.2/,15866, -1L21186, -.8/.2742.5, -.6
.34458.-.4/,42ff'/4,-.2/.5.0/.37926,.2/.65542,.4
.72575,.6/.78814,.8/.84134,1/.88493,1.2L93319,1.5
•97725,2/.99379,2.5/.99865,3/.99997,4/I,5
20 *
30 TIMEI
40 TLME2
50 TIME3
60 TIME4
70 *
FVARIABLE 20+FN$SNORM#2
FVARIABLE 40-+FN$$NORM#4
FVARIABLE 60+FN$SNORM#6
FVARIABLE 20+FN$SNORM#2
start simulation with one garment always waiting to enter system
80 GENERATE ...1
90 BACKI GATE LR swrrcHI
100 LOGIC S SW1TCH1
110 SPLIT 1, BACK1. BEGIN
120 * seize station I
130 BEGIN QUEUE STA1
140 SEIZE STA]
150 DEPART STA1
160 ADVANCE VSTIME1
170 * resetting SWITCH1 will cause another garm_mt to ._ize station 1
180 LOGIC R SWITCH1
190 RELEASE STA1
200 * seize one of two station 2
210 QUEUE STA2
220 TRANSFER BOTH, NEXT& NEXTB
230 NEXTA SEIZE STA2A
240 DEPART STA2
250 ADVANCE VSTIME2
260 RELEASE STA2A
270 TRANSFER ,NEXTC
280 NE.XTB SEIZE STA2B
290 DEPART STA2
300 ADVANCE VSTIME2
310 RELEASE STA2B
320 NEXTC QUEUE STA3
330 * seize one of _ree station 3
340 TRANSFER ALL, NEXTD,NEXTE,5
350 NEXTD SEIZE STA3
360 DEPART STA3
370 ADVANCE VSTIME3
380 RELEASE STA3A
390 TRANSFER ,NEXTF
400 NEXTG SEIZE STA3B
410 DEP ART ST A3
420 ADVANCE VSTIME3
430 RELEASE STA3B
440 TRANS FER .NEXTF
450 NEXTE SEIZE STA3C
460 DEPART STA3
470 ADVANCE VSTIME3
480 RELEASE STA3C
490 * seize station 4
500 NEXTF QUEUE STA4
510 SEIZE STA4
520 DEPART STA4
530 ADVANCE VSTIME4
540 RELEASE STA4
550 TERMINATE
560 * Clock simulator
570 AA GENERATE ,,,1
580 ADVANCE 4,000
590 TERMINATE 1
nent will suppress the printing of the
,_tistical reports. The reset statement
:leafs the statistics. The redefining of
he generate block will cause another
ransaction to enter block 580 and the
nodel to run for an additional 4,000 sec-
ond_ The last start statementwillcause
the model to stop at_
time = 800 seconds +
4,000 seconds, or 4,800 seconds.
Figures 8 and 9 contain the standard
GPSS blocks, facility and queue statis-
tical reports. Station utilization varied
from 93.7% for station four (STA4) to
100% for station one (STA1). Maximum
buffer content reached five lots in the
queue at station three (STA3), three
lots for station two (STA2) and two lots
for station four (STA4).
Becauseoftheprevious)y stated model
designconstraints,the maximum buffer
was onlyone lotinthequeue atSTA1.
FacilitySTA4 had 233 entriesand had
one lot,ortransaction,at thefacility
when themodelwas terminatedattime
4,800seconds.Therefore,a totalof233
minus one,or232 lots,was made dur-
ingthesimulation.The end timeonthe
clockwas 4,800 seconds. However,
the system was run thefirst800 sec-
ondstoreachequflR_unL The 232 lots
were made in 4,800 seconds minus 800
seconds, or 4,000 seconds. This equates
to an hourly production of 209 lots.
The average work-in-process in the
module isgivenincolumn AVE.CONT
in Figure 9.Itis1.19lotsplus 2.04
lotsplus0.49lots,or3.72lots,inbulfers
STA2, STA3 and STA4. An additional
seven lots are being worked on at the
machines, giving an average total work-
in-processinthe module of10.72lot_.,
or approximately 11 dozen garments.
Model output such as this is valu-
able in anticipating the efficiencyof pro-
duction lines, and computer simulation
models similar to this example have
been or are being used by a number of
apparel manufacturing firms. For exam-
ple, several recent apparel applications
of simulation include:
$ Evaluation of a stand-up modu-
lax manufacturing system at Lee Co.,
Bayou La Batre, AL (Software: WIT-
NESS).
$ Evaluation of a proposed unit pro-
ducfion system at Camptown Togs InK,
Clanton,AL (Software: GPSS/PC).
$ Designofa modular manufact_'-
ingsystematKapplerUSA Inc.,Gun-
tersville, AL (Software:WITNESS).
$ Progressivebundle systemsimu-
t_n atHa__&Mar_ _,
IL (Software:Front-End and SI_AN).
$ Unit production system simulation
at Sara Lee Knit Products (Sol, ware:
START_TIME END_TIME
0 48OO
LINE LOC BLOCKTYPE
80 1 GENERATE
90 BACK1 GATE
100 3 LOGIC
110 4 SPLAT
130 BEGIN QUEUE
140 6 SEIZE
150 7 DEPART
160 8 ADVANCE
180 9 LOGIC
190 10 RELEASE
210 11 QUEUE
220 12 TRANSFER
230 NEXTA SEIZE
240 14 DEPART
250 15 ADVANCE
260 16 RELEASE
270 17 TRANSFER
280 NEXTB SEIZE
290 19 DEPART
300 20 ADVANCE
310 21 RELEASE
320 NEXTC QUEUE
340 23 TRANSFER
350 NEXTD SEIZE
360 25 DEPART
370 26 ADVANCE
380 27 RELEASE
390 28 TRANSFER
400 NEXTG SEIZE
410 30 DEPART
420 31 ADVANCE
430 32 RELEASE
440 33 TRANSFER
450 NEXTE SEIZE
460 35 DEPART
470 36 ADVANCE
480 37 RELEASE
500 NEXTF QUEUE
510 39 SEIZE
520 40 DEPART
530 41 ADVANCE
540 42 RELEASE
550 43 TERMINATE
570 44 GENERATE
580 45 ADVANCE
590 46 TERMINATE
FIGURE8
GPSS/PC Block O_puts
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Front-End and SIMAN).
And while computer knowledge is
required to program in general simu-
lation languages, it does not mean the
technology is out of reach for the aver-
age apparel manufacturer. El
Bernard J. Schroer is a professor in the DepL
of Industrial and Systems Engineering at
the University of Alabama in Huntsville_ He
has a Ph.D. in Industrial Engineering from
Oklahoma State University and is a regis-
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Modern Apparel Manufacturing Systems
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chase by calling the University of Alabama
at Huntsville at 205-895-6243.
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FIGURE9
GPSS/PC Statistical Reports
FACILITY ENTRIES UT1L. AVE_TIME
STAI 246 1,000 19.,,51
STA2A 122 0.992 39.06
STA2B 120 0,981 " 39.26
STA3A 80 0.985 59.14
STA3B 90 0.979 58.77
STA3C 77 0.975 60.82
STA4 233 0.937 19.30
AVAIL.ABL_ OWNER PEND INTER RETRY DELAY
248 0 0 0 0
243 0 0 3 0
244 0 0 3 0
238 0 0 3 0
239 0 0 3 0
237 o o 3 o
233 o o o 1
QUEUE MAX CONT. ENTRIES ENTRIES (0) AVE.CONT. AVE.TIME AVE.(-0) RETRY
STAI I 0 246 246 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
STA2 3 3 245 27 1.19 23.38 26.28 o
STA3 5 3 240 21 2.04 40.74 40.74 0
STA4 2 l 234 42 0.49 9.98 9.98 o
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Intn)duction
Alabama Industrial Development Training (AIDT) and the University of Alabama in Huntsville
(UAH) have joined forces to assist Alabama firms access the vast amount of technology avail-
able inside the federal laboratories. A number of the federal laboratories are located in Ala-
barna including:
• NASA Marshall Space Hight Center 0MSFC) in Huntsville
• US Army Missile Command (M]COM) in Huntsville
• US Army Strategic Defense Command (SDC) in Huntsville
• Tennessee Valley Authority National Fertilizer Development Center
(NFDC) in Florence
Recent federal legislation requires these laboratories to transfer their technology to the private
and public sectors. As a result, technology transfer offices have been established at each of
the federal laboratories.
This document outlines some of the services available from MSFC in Huntsville,
including:
• NASA Tech Briefs Magazine
• NASA COSMIC software library
• Databa_ search
• Technology assistance
NASA Tech Brief Magazine (free)
The NASA Tech Briefs magazine contains short abstracts describing NASA sponsored devel-
opments of new technology at NASA centers or one of their contractors. The magazine is
published monthly and is free to qualified individuals by completing the attached request.
Readers of the magazine can obtain additional information about new technological develop
ments by contacting one of the NASA Technology Utilization Offices. The office at the
Marshall Space Flight Center is:
Technology Utilization Office
Code AT01
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
(205) 544-2223
Ttw.b=ologF Tnms_- page I _laba_a l_dcstrlM _,_t Ttstalag
COSMIC Software Library
COSMIC isthe NASA Computer Software Management and Information Center for distribut-
ing softwaredeveloped with NASA funds.Over 1,200 computer programs along with com-
pletedocumentation are in COSMIC. There isa costforthe softwareand documentation.
The following services are available from COSMIC:
• Catalog of computer programs
- hardcopy published annually and contains abstracts on each program
($25 - order directly from COSMIC)
- Diskette of catalog for MS-DOS computer with hard drive:
($30 - order directly from COSMIC)
• Quarterly newsletter containing abstracts of new software
(free by completing attached form)
Special interest requests (free by completing attached form)
Contact:
COSMIC
The University of Georgia
382 East Broad Street
Athens, GA 30602
(404) 542-3265
FAX (404) 542-4807
Database Searches
The NASA Regional Technology Transfer Center (RTTC) has access to more than 500
computerized databases throughout the world. These databases contain 100 million reports
and articles. Some of the major databases available to RTTC are:
• NASA Aerospace Database
• Department of Energy Database
• NASA Tech Briefs
• Engineering Index
• National Technical Information Service (NTIS)
• Chemical Abstracts Computer Database
• INSPEC
• Patents
• Engineering Conferences
• Computer Programs (COSMIC)
TerJ_oloLl,[ Tra_fet- pajre 2 _bama Lmdastztal Dewlopmdmt Trah_ I
Specificdatabaseservicefrom RTTC are:
• Retrospectivesearches- Publishedor unpublishedliteratureisscreened and
documents are identified according to your interest profile. RTTC will tailor the
searches to your specific needs and will furnish abstracts. Complete reports are
also available from RTrC.
• Current awareness searches - RTTC will design a program to suit your needs.
You will receive selected weekly, monthly, or quarterly abstracts of new devel-
opments in your area of interest.
• Technical assistance - RTTC will help you evaluate the restflts of your literature
search and help find answers to your technical problems. RTTC will also iden-
tify scientists and engineers at the appropriate NASA center.
The average cost of a database search is $200-$300,
Contact:
Southeast Regional Technology Transfer Center
University of Florida
Box 24, One Progress Boulevard
Alachua, FL 32615
(800) 872-7477 toll free in the USA
Techni -al Assistance
ACATT and UAH have established technical assistance teams that are available to assist firms
with specific problems. These teams will visit plants and assist in defining problem statements.
The ACA .TT/UAH teams have access to NASA engineers for technical assistance. In many
instances the NASA teams will also visit plants and respond to specific problem statements.
To obtain assistance,complete the attachedproblem statementand returnto:
ACA'Fr
Alabama Industrial Development Training
2903 Wall Triana Highway, Suite 1
Huntsville, AL 35824-1537
(205) 461-7550
FAX (205) 461-8153
Director, Technology Utilization
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Code AT01
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
(205) 544-2223
FAX (205) 544-3151
Special Interest Request (free)
COSMIC
The University of Georgia
382 East Broad Street
Athens, GA 30602
(404) 542-3265
To receive a collection of computer programs in your area of interest, please complete the
form below and mail it to COSMIC.
Name:
Company:
Department:
Address:
Areas of Interest
Ada
Aerodynamics
Artificial Intelligence and Expert
Systems
_ CAD/CAM
_Composites
_Computational Fluid Dynamics
_Computer Networking and Data
Management
_ Control Systems and Robotics
DEC VAX Utilities
Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow
IBM Mainframe
Image Processing
Microcomputer Collection
Optics and Lens Design
Project Management
_Reliability
Satellite Communications
Scientific Visualization
Structural Analysis
_.Trajectories and Orbital Mechanics
_.Turbine Engineering
UNIX Utilities
COSMIC Quarterly Newsletter Request (free)
COSMIC is the official distribution center for computer software from NASA. For a free
subscription to COSMIC's quarterly newsletter, simply send in this request form to:
COSMIC
The University of Georgia
382 East Broad Street
Athens, GA 30602
(404) 542-3265
YES[ Send me the COSMIC UPDATE[
Name:
Company:
Department:
Address:
E-Mail:
For immediate software needs, call COSMIC at (404) 542-3265 and ask for a free search of
the inventory. Results can be faxed.
Date:
Nalne:
Organization/Company:
Address:
Phone: Fax:
Problem Title:
Definitionof Problem:
Desired Results:
Action to Date:
What you expect from NASA, MSFC, other federal laboratory or the state:
Schedule - Date needed:
Return this form to:
ACATT
Alabama Industrial Development Training
2903 Wall Triana Highway, Suite 1
Huntsville, AL 35824-1537
(205) 461-7550
FAX (205) 461-8153
Director, Technology Utilization
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Code ATOI
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
(205) 544-2223
FAX (205) 544-315]
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